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Organizations that are successful and competitive long-term have learned to 
efficiently utilize their resources, such as money, people, facilities, and time. Over 
the last half-century, there have been a variety of theories and techniques put forth on 
how to do this. One recent theory applied in the aerospace industry is Lean 
Management (LM), which emphasizes a customer focus and a rigorous elimination of 
activities that do not add value from the customer’s perspective.
LM has not, until now, been evaluated for small, nonprofit, one-off production 
organizations (NOPOs). Previous research on LM focused on for-profit companies 
and large-scale production organizations, producing relatively similar products 
repetitively (e.g. automobiles, commercial satellites, aircraft, and launch vehicles). 
One-off production organizations typically create one-of-a-kind products. The 
purpose of this research is to examine the applicability of LM to a NOPO. LM will 
improve resource utilization and thereby competitiveness, as well as exploring a new 
area of knowledge and research.
The research methodology consists of conducting case studies, formal and 
informal interviews, observation and analysis in order to assess whether and how LM 
may be beneficial. The research focuses on one particular NOPO, BioServe Space 
Technologies (BST): a nonprofit, payload development organization. Additional 
NOPOs were interviewed in order to draw more generalized conclusions about LM 
benefits.
The research demonstrates that LM is applicable to NOPOs, thus providing a 
tool to improve efficiency and competitiveness. Results from this research are 
guidelines for payload development organizations to implement LM, and highlighting 
potential LM weaknesses. A major conclusion is that LM needs some minor 
modifications to be applicable and useful to NOPOs, particularly in terms of value 
stream mapping. The LM implementation roadmap developed for NOPOs introduces 
customized metrics, as well as including standard LM ideas. The metrics address 
efficiency; customer and stakeholder satisfaction; research value; and employee 
education. LM will improve resource utilization, while retaining the NOPO's 
hallmarks of adaptability and flexibility.
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Chapter 1: Overview
1.1 Introduction
Organizations are always looking for ways to improve their management and 
production processes, in order to remain competitive in a changing environment. For 
organizations that create space life science payloads, which are one-of-a-kind 
products, survival is becoming increasingly difficult with decreasing budgets and 
decreasing access to space. These organizations must utilize all resources efficiently 
and continue to cater to their customers’ needs in order to maintain their organization.
Many theories and ideas have been tried for improving organizations, some 
successful, and some not. These theories include total quality management, quality 
control, and Six Sigma. A more recent theory, an outgrowth of previous quality 
movements, is “Lean”, which James Womack and Daniel Jones put forth in the 
1990’s (1990; 1996b). Lean emphasizes the elimination of waste, as defined by the 
customer.
Lean has been successfully used to increase efficiency in multiple industries, 
such as healthcare, cars, and offices (Bushell 2002; Costantino 1997; Hyer 2002; 
McClenahen 2003). Particularly, Lean has been applied in the low volume 
environment of aerospace ("Smiths Aerospace takes on lean manufacturing policy" 
2002; Gass 2002; Kandebo 2000; Phillips 2000; Pope 1996). However, the aerospace 
applications of Lean have not included a low volume, high variety organization. Low 
volume is defined as producing ten or fewer units of a product per year and high 
variety is defined as producing five or fewer units of a specific product.
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Space life sciences payload development organizations fall into the category 
of low volume, high variety (LVHV). Payloads are typically developed for individual 
customers with unique requirements, leading to customized products and a one-off 
production environment. One-off is defined as production where each product is 
different from previous products.
Government and corporate budgets for investment in space life sciences 
research are decreasing, placing payload development organizations in a highly 
competitive environment. Thus, it is essential to maximize efficiency and 
effectiveness, which is where Lean comes in. Chapter 2 further discusses space life 
sciences research organizations, which are part of the aerospace sector, and which are 
the focus of this research.
The application of Lean to for-profit companies in the aerospace sector raises 
the question of the applicability of Lean to other aerospace organizations, such as 
nonprofit, one-off production organizations (NOPOs). In particular, research on the 
applicability of Lean to organizations where the organization operates in a low 
volume, high variety environment, has not yet been done.
James Womack describes the five fundamental tenets of Lean as (Womack
1996b):
1. Value: “A capability provided to a customer at the right time at an 
appropriate price, as defined in each case by the customer”
2. Value Stream: “The specific activities required to design, order, and 
provide a specific product, from concept to launch, [from] order to 
delivery and [from] raw materials into the hands of the customer”
2
3. Flow: “The progressive achievement of tasks along the value stream 
so that a product proceeds from design to launch, order to delivery, 
and raw materials to the customer with no stoppages, scrap or 
backflows”
4. Pull: “A system of cascading production and delivery instructions 
from downstream to upstream activities in which nothing is produced 
by the upstream supplier until the downstream customer signals a 
need”
5. Perfection: “The complete elimination of muda (waste) so that all 
activities along a value stream create value”
The pursuit of perfection is the impetus for continuous improvement in Lean. 
Womack’s definitions of these tenets include the phrase: “raw materials to the 
customer”. This is used to describe the transformation of raw materials to an item of 
value, which is then delivered to the customer.
There are many versions of Lean, as each organization uses it in its own way 
and interprets the tenets differently. The five basic tenets remain the same however, 
regardless of the application of Lean. This research focuses on Lean Management 
(LM), which examines an organization as a whole, including multiple value streams. 
From here forward, LM will be used to signify Lean Management and will be the 
focus of the perspective taken on Lean. Chapter 3 discusses LM in further detail.
LM was chosen over other management theories, such as Six Sigma, Total 
Quality Management, and Theory of Constraints. The decision was based on the
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organizational culture, needs and purposes of NOPOs, and the principles and goals of 
LM. Chapter 4 compares LM to other theories and discusses LM tools, such as value 
stream mapping (VSM) and kaizens. VSM is used to understand how current 
processes operate and kaizens are activities that make improvements quickly.
This research is grounded in organizational fieldwork. The major case study 
is of a NOPO called BioServe Space Technologies (BST), described in Chapter 5, 
which is complemented by observations of other NOPOs in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 
contains recommendations, metrics, and a roadmap for implementing LM at NOPOs.
1.2 Problem Statement
The environment in the aerospace sector is changing, especially for those 
companies serving as contractors to National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA). Within the last several years, the loss of the Space Shuttle Columbia, the 
reorganization of NASA headquarters and the adoption of new goals for NASA have 
resulted in changed NASA needs. NASA affiliates need to be responsive to this in 
order to continue to win NASA’s business. Additionally, research access to space 
continues to be scarce and the slipping schedule and reduced number of Space Shuttle 
flights for the International Space Station (ISS) have continued to impinge on this 
access. Thus, the continuing high demand for experiments, or payloads, to be faces 
decreasing opportunities.
With fewer opportunities available, it is important that every experiment 
produce good results, since the chance of redoing an experiment is slim.
Additionally, because launch dates do not slip when an experiment is not ready,
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organizations flying experiments must meet hard deadlines. The combination of firm 
timelines, and scarce Shuttle and ISS resources, both in terms of access to space and 
budgets, highlights the need for optimizing payload developments to ensure that 
schedules are met and experiments are reliable. As experiments become more 
complicated, the chances of something going wrong increases, especially for 
experiments embodying new concepts.
The researcher was familiar with BioServe Space Technologies (BST) prior to 
starting this research. Through personal experience and observation, it was believed 
the BST could improve its payload development process. The interviews and 
observations conducted as part of this doctoral research have confirmed this. It was 
noted that BST was not functioning as efficiently as it might and that there was an 
increasing number of payload failures or problems. Once opportunity to improve 
BST was recognized, it was decided that a solution should be offered. Thus, the 
process of looking for a solution(s) was begun.
During the literature review, a variety of management theories were viewed as 
potential solutions. After reviewing the literature on the aerospace industry, LM 
seemed the best potential fit for BST. It is not supposed that any management theory 
is perfect or is an ideal solution, but it is believed that improvements can be made to 
BST. By focusing the improvement efforts with a theory and goal, such as LM, the 
efforts can be synergistic; i.e., not pit different areas of the organization against each 
other in order to improve sections of the organization at the expense of the whole.
An additional potential advantage of LM is the benefit of a Lean supply chain. 
When companies work together, as vendors and customers, LM can increase benefits
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by making processes Lean throughout the chain. Many internal organizational 
processes are affected by outside organizations and without cooperation between 
organizations the processes that involve interaction between organizations cannot be 
made more Lean. For example, the interface between BST and NASA, in terms of 
the documentation that NASA requires, could be streamlined. BST cannot streamline 
it alone. Thus, if NASA makes the documentation process Leaner, then NASA, BST 
and other RPCs will realize the labor savings. It is important that organizations 
utilize internal knowledge when streamlining, since the end user or the person 
actually performing the process often has a great deal of insight into where the 
problems are and how the process might be improved.
The successful implementation of LM in aerospace companies and the 
cumulative benefits of LM across the value stream led to the decision that LM should 
be more carefully examined for its applicability to BST and other NOPOs.
1.2.1 Research Uniqueness
A small, nonprofit, one-off production and development organization has not 
been used in any of the published examples of LM and differs significantly from for- 
profit companies that mass-produce their products. It is unknown a priori whether
LM it truly applicable to NOPOs.
Recent research by the Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI) and the extension of 
LM to the aerospace industry has lead to application of LM techniques to low volume 
shops, as opposed to just high volume, low variety (i.e. mass production) shops 
(Hallam 2003c; Kandebo 1997; Phillips 1998; Riel 2003; Sander 2003; Slack 1998;
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Warmkessel 1998a; Weigel 2000). One-off production organizations have not been 
included in the low volume companies that have been examined in published LM 
implementation literature to date, which makes application of LM techniques to BST 
unique and original.
The Atlas program at Lockheed Martin has applied Lean techniques 
successfully (Gass 2002; Hitchings 2002). However, the Atlas program is low 
volume, not high variety. The Atlas rocket has evolved over several generations, with 
improvements and changes being made each generation. While there may be changes 
to each rocket that are mission specific, the majority of the rocket remains the same 
for each launch. This results in a majority of the parts produced being the same for 
each rocket, thereby reducing the variability of the product. The end product remains 
recognizably an Atlas rocket. At BST, each end product is completely tailored to the 
specific customer. Few parts are reused from mission to mission, and the majority of 
parts, including both hardware and software, are created for each mission and 
customer. This makes BST a high variety organization. The improvements that have 
been demonstrated with the Atlas program, such as reduced cycle time to produce an 
Atlas V booster and reduced part numbers, show that LM is applicable to a low 
volume program, so the fact that BST is low volume does not preclude the 
applicability of LM (Gass 2002).
Certain aspects of small organizations have been analyzed, such as a 
stakeholder analysis of Payload Systems Incorporated (Grossi 2003), but not to the 
extent and perspective utilized for this dissertation. (Payload Systems Incorporated is 
a small aerospace engineering company in Cambridge, MA.) The applicability of LM
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to the entire payload process — moving beyond the stakeholders — has not yet been 
published in the literature.
The lack of published literature on how NOPOs can become more efficient, 
while still being successful, has left a gap in management and engineering theory. 
There is little literature on LM and NOPOs, thus leaving no basis for an NOPO to 
decide whether LM might be beneficial to their organization. This research will fill 
the gap for NOPOs that develop payloads.
1.2.2 Research Significance
This research explores multidisciplinary areas not yet published in the 
literature. This is the first research on the potential application of LM to NOPOs.
The results of the research, including the LM Implementation Roadmap, will provide 
a foundation for future research in this area, as well as provide useful guidelines and 
metrics for a variety of organizations to improve their processes. BST, in particular, 
will have a set of recommendations that can be used to improve the organization. The 
LM Implementation Roadmap will create a transferable, adaptable template that other 
NOPOs and similar organizations can utilize.
1.3 Hypothesis
The hypothesis is: Lean Management, normally applied to profit-making, 
mass-production organizations, can be translated and adapted to nonprofit, one-off 
production organizations. This research examines whether LM, through translation 
and adaptation, can apply to types of organizations that have not been previously
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explored in the literature. If LM can be translated, any modifications necessary to the 
translation will be examined.
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Chapter 2: Nonprofit and One-off Production Organizations
There are many nonprofit and one-off production organizations throughout the 
world. The focus of this dissertation is on NOPOs, in particular those associated with
space life sciences payload development.
The relevance of organizations that perform space life sciences research is 
pertinent with the challenges faced by Moon and Mars missions in the future. There 
are a limited number of organizations, outside of NASA, that perform this research 
and this research will be vital for interplanetary human missions to be successful.
The long-term effects of microgravity on humans and the ability to generate food in 
space will be necessary components of long duration space travel and exploration.
The visibility and importance of space life sciences research to NASA is evident 
through the funding of the Research Partnership Centers (RPCs), research grants and 
its strategic plan (NASA 2003a, g; Office of Biological and Physical Research 2003b; 
O'Keefe 2003a; Voorhees 2002). The efficient use of resources by space life sciences 
research organizations is vital to their survival and ensures the best use of space life
sciences research monies.
An overview of nonprofit and one-off production organizations follows in the 
next two sections. In Section 2.3.6, various space life sciences research locations and 
those who utilize the locations will be discussed in the remainder of the chapter, in 
order to provide background information on the environment within which space life 
sciences research and RPCs exist. It should be noted that those organizations that are 
available for observation are located in the US, thus US space life sciences research 
opportunities will be the focus of this chapter.
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2.1 Nonprofits
Nonprofits are evaluated in this research. The majority of previous LM 
research has been on large, for-profit companies ("Smiths Aerospace takes on lean 
manufacturing policy" 2002; Hoppes 1995; Jonson 2001; Kandebo 1999a, b, 2000). 
The LM differences for a nonprofit are discussed in the second half of this chapter 
and present a new area of potential application. This research will examine whether 
and how being a nonprofit organization impacts the applicability of LM.
Nonprofit organizations come in many flavors and sizes. Typically, 
nonprofits have certain characteristics: the customer does not pay full price of 
product; the people financing the product are more often stakeholders; and there is no 
stock to use as an incentive or as a performance measure. Nonprofits differ in size, as 
some nonprofits have budgets of many hundreds of millions of dollars per year and 
others have budgets of one million dollars or less per year. The mission of nonprofits 
vary greatly: from providing life-saving services to providing services that normally 
would not be affordable, but are not essential for people to survive (Drucker 1990). 
NOPOs fall into the later category: services, mainly space access and payload 
development, are offered at reduced (subsidized) prices; budgets are in the range of 
$ 1 -1 0  million per year; and providing space access is not essential to survival. The 
NOPOs focused on here are small: the number of employees ranges from fifteen to 
one hundred people.
The money brought in by NOPOs is typically from multiple sources, such as 
industry, government and academia. Customers do pay for the services provided, but
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the actual customer cost of access to space and payload development is often 
supplemented by other funds given to the NOPO, such as NASA funds.
2.2 One-off Production Organizations
A one-off production organization is defined here as an organization that 
produces products in batches of one or two, and each batch of products is typically 
unique. This is also sometimes referred to as singular production. One-off 
production differs dramatically in terms of the number of the same product produced 
from traditional assembly line production, where relatively similar products are 
produced repetitively (Arnold 1998; Hounshell 1984).
It should be noted that a one-off production organization is not necessarily 
nonprofit. The classifications of nonprofit and one-off production are not mutually 
exclusive.
One-off production has the challenges of a high product variety, low product 
production environment: uncertain schedules and changing customer requirements 
(Mahoney 1997). While mass-production, or assembly line, environments also have 
changing schedules and customer requirements, these are much more variable in a 
one-off production environment due to customization and the small number of 
products being produced (Duggan 2002).
The aerospace industry is often a one-shot deal. Space life sciences payloads 
typically cannot be refined over multiple flights. The prevention of errors becomes 
more critical for these organizations, since some problems, such as software upsets 
due to radiation, may be unavoidable, but an organization wants to ensure the highest
12
chance of success. Thus standard processes, adequate testing, and understanding 
prior failures are critical for learning from past mistakes and increasing future 
chances of success.
The efficient use of resources becomes even more important when resources 
are small and interdependence among resources is high, as is the situation for 
Research Partnership Centers (RPCs) such as BST. LM has been shown to be useful 
by creating ways to use resources more efficiently (Gass 2002; Jonson 2001; 
Kandebo 1999b). The challenge is to translate LM from a mass-production 
environment to a one-off production environment, which is discussed in Section 5.3.
2.3 NASA Research Partnership Centers
RPCs are nonprofit, one-off space life science payload production 
organizations. They need to maximize their resource usage to adapt to a changing 
environment, caused by budgets cuts and NASA reorganization. The rest of this 
chapter will focus on RPCs and their space life sciences research.
2.3.1 Overview
One of the primary justifications presented to Congress for building the ISS 
was space life science research and this has been the main purpose of the ISS since it 
became operational (Smith 2001). While there may be a variety of other reasons that 
NASA and others support the station, scientific research is a stated central purpose of 
the station; and certain entities have been created to utilize and capitalize on this
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opportunity. RPC’s are one such entity, in particular with respect to capitalizing on 
commercial opportunities and providing industry ties to research in space.
RPCs are designed by NASA to “...develop industry partners to pursue 
specific areas of commercial research” (NASA 2003g). All RPCs are nonprofit, 
located at academic institutions and jointly funded by NASA, industry partners and 
the academic institutions. The industry partners for each RPC help generate demand 
for doing business in space and provide monetary support for operations and research 
at the RPCs (NASA 2003g). The RPCs are part of the Space Product Development 
group at NASA, which is part of the Office of Biological and Physical Research 
(OBPR), as of December 2003 (see Figure 2-1)1.
Figure 2-1: NASA RPC Reporting Structure as of December 2003
1 Recently (August 2004), OBPR was integrated with the NASA Exploration Systems Division and 
refocused on life sciences research in support of long-duration human spaceflight.
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The RPC partnership of academia, industry, and government occurs in order 
“...to develop new or improved products and services, usually through collaborative 
research conducted in space” (NASA 2003g). When the ISS and the Shuttle were 
originally conceived, it was believed that the commercialization of space would occur 
quickly and RPCs were part of the system to encourage this ("Commercial Space Act 
of 1998" 1998; Rumerman 2000). While RPCs still function as ambassadors to 
industry and are measured on their industry relationships and interest generated, swift 
commercialization of space life sciences research has not occurred. This makes it all 
the more imperative that RPCs utilize their resources to the fullest, in order to 
improve their chances for survival in tight budget times and to continue to gamer 
payload space for research.
2.3.2 History
In 1985, as part of the Commercial Use of Space program, NASA decided to 
create research centers throughout the US to encourage industry to participate in 
space-based research and to increase private-sector awareness of space opportunities, 
(Rumerman 2000). A consortium of academia, industry and government was formed, 
with academia taking the lead. The sixteen centers created became the Centers for 
the Commercial Development of Space (CCDS) and are housed at universities or 
nonprofit institutions2. Part of their mandate is to partner with commercial entities 
and part of the Centers’ funding comes from the government through NASA, 
completing the triad of academia, industry and government.
2 Fourteen out of fifteen RPCs are housed at universities.
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Over time, the number of centers and their expertise has changed, based on 
annual reviews. Centers that are not performing do not continue to receive funding. 
Indeed, several have been terminated. The name was changed from CCDS to 
Commercial Space Centers (CSC) in the mid-1990’s. The functions of the centers did 
not change, only the name. The focus remained on creating a bridge between
industry and NASA.
In 2002, NASA decided to transform existing CSCs into RPCs. The main 
change is a new name and the additional requirement that payloads flown by the 
RPCs must also meet NASA’s mission, in addition to furthering commercialization of 
space, which was always a requirement for the CSCs. Thus the functional change for 
many RPCs, and BST in particular, is minimal to none.
2.3.3 Customers
The customer is defined as the person or entity who actually uses the product 
or service, according to LM theory (Grossi 2003). It is necessary to understand who 
the customer is in order to define value. The customer is individually defined by each 
RPC. Often the customer is the principal investigator for a payload.
2.3.4 Stakeholders
A stakeholder is defined as anyone who can affect or is affected by the 
performance of the product, per LM theory (Grossi 2003; Murman 2002b).
Customers are also stakeholders, but many stakeholders are not customers.
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RPCs are partially funded with public money and most have a university 
component. This means stakeholders include Congress and the public, as well as 
university groups, students, academic departments and the university administration. 
This creates a variety of competing demands on RPCs, since the interests of the 
various stakeholders do not always align. LM addresses this issue through the 
definition of value, the customer and the stakeholders. The customer and stakeholder 
definitions used in this research are the same as the LM definitions. By identifying 
who and what these are, it should become clear where conflicts might occur between 
the customer’s goals and stakeholder desires. Balancing these is possible, once the 
issues and needs are defined. Further information on identifying stakeholders, 
evaluating their needs, and aligning them with the customer’s needs can be found in 
the works of Earll Murman, et al. and Ignacio Grossi and John Donovan, et al 
(Donovan 1998; Grossi 2003; Murman 2002b).
2.3.5 RPC Performance Metrics
NASA uses several measures to evaluate the progress of RPCs: annual 
reports are sent to NASA and every five years each RPC is independently reviewed. 
Other metrics that NASA uses to measure the success of the RPCs are industry 
interest represented by funding, and progress as measured against previously 
established milestones (NASA 2003g).
The specific metrics that RPCs are evaluated by include: number of 
partnerships established; number of payloads flown on various vehicles, such as the 
Shuttle, ISS and parabolic aircraft; commercial activity -  spin-off firms, licensing and
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equity agreements; technologies commercialized; research summaries; number of 
patents filed and awarded; financial measurements -  cash and in-kind support; 
publications in refereed journals, non-refereed journals and presentations; degrees 
awarded; formal presentations to industry; media coverage; and number of employees 
- faculty/staff and students (NASA 2001). Theses metrics are submitted to NASA in 
the annual report. The applicability of these metrics to RPCs in conjunction with LM 
will be evaluated further in the Metrics section of this dissertation, section 7.3.
2.3.6 Space Life Sciences Research Locations
Space life sciences research is an important component of NASA and its 
affiliates. Both the Space Shuttle and the ISS were presented as vehicles for 
conducting space life sciences research and were built and funded with the idea that 
space research would be done (Bagian 2003; Canizares 1997; Hinners 1994;
McCurdy 1990; Office of Biological and Physical Research 2003b; O'Keefe 2003a; 
Silver 2002; Smith 2001; Voorhees 2001). Research areas encompass humans, 
animal, bacteria, materials science, fluids and physics, to name just a few (Voorhees 
2001). The goals of space life science research are to learn more about life on Earth, 
and understand the challenges and mitigate the effects of microgravity on humans, 
with respect to long-duration spaceflight (Office of Biological and Physical Research 
2003b).
“[Microgravity] unmasks phenomena that gravity on Earth can obscure. Research 
in microgravity has enabled new insights into what happens inside a fire, how soil 
grains shift during an earthquake, why certain thick fluids flow easily under 
pressure...” (Space Product Development (SPD) 2002).
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Space life sciences research is one of the most visible parts of NASA. One 
purpose of the Shuttle flights is to perform science, and more recently, to assemble 
the ISS, which was designed as an orbiting laboratory (McCurdy 1990). Astronauts 
are present on the Shuttle and ISS as test subjects, and to act as scientists and 
technicians to operate and repair experiments. Both the on-board experiments and the 
astronauts contribute to the body of knowledge gained by research in space, 
specifically life sciences research. Publications from the research are found in a 
variety of journals and NASA sponsors scholarships for students to perform space life 
sciences research as part of their advanced education.
2.3.6.1 Space Shuttle 
The Space Shuttle is a reusable craft used for low-Earth orbit transportation 
and research. The Shuttle cabin holds a maximum crew of seven people and the 
payload bay is a 15 ft diameter x 60 ft long area for performing research or for 
transporting items (Brekke 2000). The vast majority of research done on the Shuttle 
is space life sciences research and typically the research requires a pressurized 
environment. Modules for pressurized research, such as Spacelab, can be inserted 
into the Shuttle payload bay, thereby increasing the functional research space with the 
Shuttle. There is also some research volume inside the Shuttle cabin, in the mid-deck
area (NASA 2000).
There is much competition for the available research space, since it its quite
limited and the demand is high. Since the ISS has been under construction, many of
the Shuttle flights and much of the room in the payload bay have been used to
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transport components to the IS S. This has further constrained the research volume 
available.
The crews of the Shuttle (and the ISS) pilot the machine, operate and repair 
experiments and the vehicle, and act as test subjects, scientists and lab technicians. In 
their role as scientists and technicians, the astronauts are invaluable to experiments 
that are having problems and allow for more complex experiments to be flown, since 
not all steps of an experiment can be economically automated. The involvement of 
humans in spaceflight is a prime NASA goal (Huntress Jr. 2003; McCurdy 1990). 
Thus, humans were always integral to the Shuttle and ISS programs. Humans bring 
intuition and critical thinking skills that cannot be replicated by robots at this time.
There are issues of crew time availability and the potential benefits of 
automation (Bagian 2003; Kennedy 2004; O'Keefe 2003b). Crew time is extremely 
difficult to obtain for working with scientific experiments, as the crew has many 
operational duties and their schedules are quite full. Often on a Shuttle flight there is 
less than ten hours per week for scientific experiment interaction. Interaction with 
experiments usually consists of the astronauts performing actions that are not or 
cannot be easily automated or repairing or adjusting experiments that are having 
problems. Thus, the question of automation in the design of experiments is raised, 
because crew time is often the limiting factor. LM may assist with design of 
experiments by freeing resources from other activities, which have been streamlined 
through the elimination of waste.
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2.3.6.1.1 Space Shuttle Current Status 
The Shuttle fleet is currently grounded, due to the Columbia accident. It is 
expected that Shuttle flights will resume in mid-2005. However, the size of the 
Shuttle fleet is now decreased to three vehicles. With the Shuttles currently 
grounded, ISS access depends on the Russian vehicles Progress and Soyuz. Progress 
is a resupply vehicle for the ISS, with minimal volume for scientific experiments 
above the necessary ISS supplies. The available volume for scientific experiments 
averages no more than five cubic feet. So the chronic issue of limited room and 
access to space for scientific research is now compounded, with flights pushed into 
the future when the Shuttle resumes flying, fewer Shuttles to fly, limited space on 
Russian vehicles, and the ISS continuing to lag in construction (Lawler 2003a, 2004c; 
Udall 2003).
In January of 2004, President George W. Bush announced a new vision for 
NASA (Bush 2004). It focuses on human exploration and provides a timeline to 
phase out the Shuttle. The Shuttle is expected to remain active only until the ISS is 
completed, which is anticipated around 2010. A new vehicle for transportation of 
crews, dubbed the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV), is eventually expected to take 
the place of the Shuttle. The CEV should begin testing around 2008 and be 
operational by 2014 (Lawler 2004b). This leaves a future gap of four years where 
there would be no major US system for transport to the ISS. Given this situation, it 
becomes even more imperative that space life sciences research organizations utilize 
their experiment opportunities innovatively and maximize the return for their 
customers.
v
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2.3.6.2 International Space Station
The International Space Station (ISS) is a joint effort of many countries, led 
by the United States, to create a space research facility and have a permanent human 
presence in space. President Ronald Reagan initiated the most recent space station 
program in 1984. Since that time, there have been many changes in the design and 
purpose of the space station. In 1993, the current design — the ISS — was decided 
upon and construction began in November 1998 (Smith 2001). The ISS has been 
occupied since November 2, 2000, providing a permanent platform in space for 
scientific research. The vision of President George W. Bush, in 2004, has focused the 
ISS on life sciences research related to the Exploration vision and exploring beyond 
Earth (Bush 2004).
Other space stations, such as Russian station Mir, have been used for US 
space life sciences research. However, since Mir is no longer in orbit, the ISS is now 
the only long-term, pressurized, scientific facility available. The ability to have 
experiments, or payloads, in space for months at a time allows for science that cannot 
be done on the Earth or on the Space Shuttle. This is because of the extended time in 
microgravity, a condition that cannot be recreated on Earth. The ISS is the “world’s 
first continuously operating, full-service research and development complex in space” 
and as such its utilization should be maximized (NASA 2003e).
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2.3.6.2.1 ISS Current Assembly State
The major ISS modules in space now are the US and Russian research 
modules, habitation modules and the solar arrays. Other countries’ modules, such as 
those from Canada and Japan, are awaiting transportation to the ISS. The modules 
are too large to be transported to the ISS by the Russian vehicles, since the modules 
were designed to fit the Shuttle, which has a substantially larger payload volume.
Thus these modules, although ready to be joined to the ISS, await the resumption of 
Shuttle flights.
The ISS was over budget and behind schedule even prior to the Columbia 
loss. Because of this, the US has discussed temporarily halting the completion of 
Node 2 (Young 2001, 2002). Node 2 is a US node that provides a connection point 
for several other countries’ modules. Future construction plans are contingent on 
NASA’s direction, goals, resumption of Shuttle flights and ISS partner discussions.
2.3.6.2.2 ISS Current Research Capabilities
ISS scientific research has been the focus of many recent advisory committee 
reports: “Readiness Issues Related to Research in the Biological and Physical 
Sciences on the ISS”; “Factors affecting the Utilization of the ISS for Research in the 
Biological and Physical Sciences”; “ReMAP”; and the “ISS Management and Cost 
Evaluation (IMCE) Task Force Report to the NASA Advisory Council”. (Bagian 
2001, 2003; Silver 2002; Young 2001). The amount of research space on the ISS 
from November 1998 - February 2001 was zero, despite three major modules and one 
truss being in orbit and assembled to form the ISS. In February 2001, the US Destiny
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module was attached to the ISS. The US Destiny laboratory module has eleven 
EXPRESS racks with a total research volume of 5.5 m3 (0.5 m3 per rack) (Bagian 
2003). Besides this module, there is minimal space useable for research on the 
station. The amount of research volume has not increased since the arrival of the 
Destiny module in 2001, as shown in Figure 2-2. Additionally, the planned facilities 
for ISS scientific research have decreased over the last ten years, compared to original 
plans. Experiment racks, pressurized modules with laboratory space and key 
equipment, such as a centrifuge, have all been delayed indefinitely (Bagian 2001).
ISS Research Volume 
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Figure 2-2: ISS Pressurized Research Volume
In 2001, NASA proposed Revision G to the ISS design, which would 
permanently reduce the total number of research racks by 33% and reduce the final 
rack volume available for US research from 34.4 m3 to 20 m3, a 42% reduction 
(Bagian 2001). The trend of research space has been consistently downward, as the 
microgravity research program is used as a buffer for cost overruns elsewhere in the 
ISS (Young 2001).
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The typical station crew was three people, until the loss of the Columbia. 
NASA has stated that the maintenance and upkeep of the station requires “two-and-a- 
half people”, about one hundred hours per week, leaving only “half-a-person”, or 
twenty hours per week, to focus on research in a given week, assuming a five-day, 
eight hour per day work week. The time allotted for performing scientific research is 
actually bounded at a maximum of twenty hours per week and a minimum of zero 
hours per week. Twenty hours per week is for a best-case scenario; if emergencies or 
unplanned other events occur, then even less than twenty hours may be spent on 
research. This dictates how much research can be performed that requires any human 
interaction, whether planned or for experiment repair. Specific data on how many 
hours are actually spent on research by each ISS increment crew is unavailable to the 
public. Since unanticipated events inevitably happen, it can be inferred that the actual 
amount of research being done is less than twenty hours per week. Research results 
are published from ISS payloads though, so it is known that some research is being 
done (SPD Source Book 2002). Overall, since the arrival of the Destiny module, the 
amount of research typically performed on the ISS is between 0-20 hours per week. 
This all occurs in pressurized research volume, which can be easily accessed by 
astronauts.
Since the halt of Shuttle flights, the ISS has crews of two people only. With 
two people, assuming that less maintenance is done as per prior NASA statements, 
there are approximately ten hours or less of available astronaut research time per 
week (Silver 2002; Young 2001). With the decreased crew size and construction 
currently halted, research volume and astronaut time continue to be in high demand,
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indicating that the usage of experiment volume and time in space should be 
maximized.
2.4 Summary
The focus for this research is NOPOs in the aerospace sector, particularly 
those that develop Shuttle and ISS space life science payloads. NASA RPCs are an 
excellent example of this type of NOPO and are used as case studies. RPCs and other 
similar NOPOs were chosen because NASA is currently undergoing major changes 
and budget cuts, which makes it critical that RPCs adapt and maximize their slim 
resources. Limited flight opportunities and crew time have increased the necessity 
that payloads are successful on their first flight and that increased automation is 
considered. LM history and theory is discussed in the next chapter, which explains 
how LM can be used to improve efficiency.
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Chapter 3: Lean Management
3.1 Introduction
Lean Management (LM) is a theory based on maximizing the utilization of 
resources by streamlining processes and eliminating actions that do not add value 
from the customer’s perspective. LM evolved from lean thinking and has been 
developed and expanded over the years. A description of LM history follows.
3.2 History
S.2.1 Toyota Production System
“Lean” evolved from Japanese management techniques, specifically the 
Toyota Motor Company’s Toyota Production System (TPS). In order to compete 
with the dominant US automobile manufacturers after World War II, Toyota came up 
with a management style and production system designed to provide the best quality, 
lowest cost, and shortest lead time through elimination of waste. This became known 
as the Toyota Production System (TPS) (Womack 1990). Lean is combination of 
TPS and Total Quality Management (TQM).
The two major pillars of TPS are Just in Time (JIT) and jidoka. JIT is a 
system for producing and delivering the right items, at the right time in the right 
amounts. It is usually applied to inventories and deliveries. Jidoka is the capacity of 
machines and operators to detect when an abnormal condition has occurred and 
immediately stop work. Jidoka is also known as autonomation, meaning automation 
with human intelligence. Both TPS and LM advocate that defects should not be 
passed to the customer or down the production line -  quality should be built in.
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3.2.2 International Motor Vehicle Program
TPS became more widely known when Womack wrote the book The Machine 
that Changed the World (1990). This book examines the automobile industry and 
competition between US and Japanese manufacturers. It examines major auto 
manufacturers and the TPS system is highlighted as a distinct advantage for Japanese 
manufacturers.
Womack does suggest that TPS is the answer for US auto companies and is 
considered a “best practice” in the industry. It should be noted that TPS was 
developed and refined over forty years at Toyota and was not an immediate solution 
to all problems.
3.2.3 Lean Thinking
James Womack and Daniel Jones, in their 1996 book Lean Thinking: Banish 
Waste and Create Wealth in your Corporation, codified and generalized TPS into 
Lean Thinking. The ideas and theories behind TPS were extended into a complete 
system, said to be applicable to all businesses and industries. The primary tenet of 
Lean Thinking is: the right product, produced at the right time, at a price that the 
customer is willing to pay. The “right product” is always defined from the 
customer’s perspective and the “product” can also be a service.
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3.2.4 Extension o f Lean Thinking
Research done by the Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI) and other groups has 
begun to expand Lean Thinking to an enterprise level, as well as expanding the 
application of Lean beyond the automobile industry to industries such as construction, 
aeronautics and aerospace ("Lean and Clean" 1997; Construction Task Force 1998; 
Green 1999; LAI 1996b, 2002a, 2003c, d). Prior test cases, in organizations such as 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), United States Air Force, 
Boeing and Pratt & Whitney, were constrained to one project or product being 
produced.
Earll M. Murman describes a Lean enterprise as . .an integrated entity which 
efficiently creates value for its multiple stakeholders by employing Lean principles 
and practices” (Murman 2002b). Murman and others have synthesized the results of 
MIT’s research on Lean to arrive at this definition of a Lean enterprise.
3.2.5 Lean Aerospace Initiative
The US Air Force, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), labor 
unions and defense businesses started the Lean Aircraft Initiative in 1993. With the 
addition of the space industry in 1996 (at the prodding of the Air Force), the name 
was changed to the Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI). It is currently a fee-based 
consortium, funded by multiple companies in the aerospace defense industry, with 
MIT acting as an intermediary for consortium research. (A full list of consortium 
members can be found at http://lean.mit.edu, under the LAI Community tab.) LAI 
includes four areas of research at MIT: manufacturing systems; enterprise value
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stream mapping and analysis (EVSMA); supplier networks; and product development 
(LAI 2003b).
LAI’s mission is: “Research, develop and promulgate knowledge principles, 
practices and tools to enable and accelerate the envisioned transformation of the 
greater US aerospace enterprise through people and processes” (LAI 2003d). The 
vision of LAI is: “US aerospace enterprises reliably and efficiently creating value and 
rapidly adapting to change” (LAI 2003d).
LAI produces research on Lean, as students, professors, industry and 
government are involved in pushing the boundaries of Lean and making it successful 
for aerospace organizations. Many aerospace companies, such as Lockheed Martin 
and Boeing, now employ Lean techniques to keep their organizations competitive and 
streamlined (Jonson 2001; Kandebo 1999a, b, 2000; Kessler 1999; Phillips 2000).
3.3 Lean Management
Lean Management is a further extension of Lean Thinking and involves 
examining organizations as whole entities and managing competing demands. Lean 
Management (LM) is the process and challenge of managing multiple products, with 
varying demand and finite resources based on the fundamentals of Lean Thinking. 
LM theory is compared to other theories in Chapter 4, section 4.4.
3.4 LM Principles
The fundamental principles of Lean Thinking and LM are the same:
1. The value for each product should be specified.
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2. The value stream for each product should be identified.
3. V alue should flow uninterrupted.
4. The customer should pull value from the supplier.
5. Pursuit of perfection should be continuous.
(Womack 1990; 1996b)
3.4.1 Value
The definition of value is: “A capability provided to a customer at the right 
time at an appropriate price, as defined in each case by the customer” (Womack 
1996b). This first principle of LM is to exactly specify the value for each product 
being examined. The value is being specified from the customer’s viewpoint and can 
only be defined from this perspective. The value should be expressed in terms of a 
specific product, at a specific price, that meets the customer’s needs (Womack 
1996b). When realizing this definition, the customer should be intimately involved in 
specifying her requirements for the product.
3.4.2 Value Stream
The definition of value stream is: “The specific activities required to design, 
order, and provide a specific product, from concept to launch, order to delivery and 
raw materials into the hands of the customer” (Womack 1996b). The value stream 
includes the universe of all actions, value added and non-value added, that are 
required to actually produce a product. This includes conception, requirements 
definition, design, engineering, production, delivery and operation (Womack 1996b).
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The value stream for a specific product must be identified. Identifying the 
value stream for a product or service should involve interaction between external 
suppliers and the organization being evaluated, as the delivery of raw materials or 
components can affect the entire product’s timeline. Raw materials are transformed 
into an item of value for the customer and are part of the value stream; essentially the 
production step. This is what Womack is referring to when speaking about “.. .raw 
materials into the hands of the customer.”
3.4.3 Flow
The definition of flow is: “The progressive achievement of tasks along the 
value stream so that a product proceeds from design to launch, order to delivery, and 
raw materials to the customer with no stoppages, scrap or backflows (Womack 
1996b). The value should be made to flow, once the first two LM principles, or steps, 
have been completed. Flow means that tasks are organized around the value stream 
of a product. Rather than focusing on departments and batches, where all of one type 
of job is done for all products and then the next type of job is done for all products, 
making value flow involves working on a single product from start to finish 
(Womack 1996b). This does not preclude having multiple products being worked on 
at the same time, but each product should flow through the value stream 
continuously, without having tasks batched, in order to minimize waste, such as 
waiting time.
For example, if wiring needs to be done for two products, each product should 
be wired as soon as it is ready to be wired, rather than waiting for both products to be
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ready to be wired and then doing both products at the same time. While it may seem 
more efficient initially to batch jobs, as is typically done in mass-production, in one- 
off production, batching may slow down the overall process (Cooney 2002;
Costantino 1997). Batching, also has less flexibility since each product must wait 
until the batch is ready to be completed, rather than having the product, and value,
flow.
3.4.4 Pull
The definition of pull is: “A system of cascading production and delivery 
instructions from downstream to upstream activities in which nothing is produced by 
the upstream supplier until the downstream customer signals a need (Womack 
1996b). This means that the customer should pull from the organization exactly the 
products that she needs and is willing to pay for. Instead of the company pushing 
predetermined products onto the customer, the customer should be able to ask for 
precisely what she wants, and have the company deliver the exact product in a timely 
manner, e.g. the principle investigator specifies the payload, (Womack 1996b).
3.4.5 Perfection
The final principle is perfection, which is defined as: “The complete 
elimination of muda (waste) so that all activities along a value stream create value 
(Womack 1996b). There is no set end to the process of applying LM, as pursuit of 
perfection is the vehicle for continuous improvement in Lean Management. As value 
is better defined, value streams become clearer, value flows better, and further
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improvements can be made (Womack 1996b). An important aspect of this is 
transparency - that all people involved with Lean enterprise must be able to see 
everything. It is important that employees have a known and stable foundation, while 
other changes are being made. LM tools, such as kaizens and value stream maps 
(VSM), are ways that changes can be apparent to employees and the successes of 
kaizens can be seen immediately by employees, suppliers, customers and 
subcontractors. Having visibility allows everyone to work smarter and eliminates 
wasteful activities.
The pursuit of perfection, which includes revaluating processes and striving to 
make continuous improvements that add more value for the customer, encourages 
organizations to be flexible and to adapt and respond to changing environments over 
time. The constant evaluation should alert organizations to changes that need to be 
made and when the definition of perfection changes.
3.5 Summary
The history of Lean Management and its evolution from Lean Thinking has 
been discussed here. The main principles — value, value stream, flow, pull and 
perfection -  of LM do not change from Lean Thinking. LM is a continuous journey 
and is not a one time improvement. LM tools are discussed further in Section 4.5. As 
the processes change and evolve, further improvements should continue to be made. 
LM is different from other management theories primarily with its emphasis on 
reducing waste. Other theories emphasize quality, bottlenecks in the process and
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variation reduction. LM is compared to other management theories in greater detail 
in Section 4.4.
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Chapter 4: Techniques and Theories
A variety of methods have been used throughout this research to obtain a 
comprehensive picture of the organizations being observed and to understand how 
LM may or may not fit into nonprofit, one-off production organizations. The major 
methods utilized are: interviews; observation; LM theory; and LM tools.
Interviewing involves human subjects as part of the research, so the appropriate 
regulatory body approved this research: the Human Research Committee.
4.1 Human Research Committee
“The Human Research Committee (HRC) is a federally mandated ‘regulatory 
compliance’ committee” (University of Colorado 2003). Its purpose is to ensure that 
all research involving human subjects protects its participants. The University of 
Colorado HRC, which is an Institutional Review Board (IRB,) has approved the 
portions of this research that involve humans: HRC Protocol Number 0903.19.
The involvement of human subjects is mainly through interviews, as part of 
the data gathering process. All participants in this research have signed consent 
forms explaining the research and what to expect during their participation. The 
participants must remain anonymous and no personally identifiable information may 
be included in the dissertation. The data collected from interviews and observation 
cannot be made public, except in a confidential and aggregate manner, and must be 
destroyed after the dissertation is complete. Written permission must be obtained for 
any quotes used in the dissertation and the quotes must not be identifiable to a 
particular person. No participants were paid to participate in this research.
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Participation is voluntary and subjects could choose to discontinue their participation 
at any time with no penalties.
4.2 Interviews
Employees of BST and other similar organizations were interviewed in order 
to better understand the organizations and processes. Two types of interviews were 
used: formal and informal.
4.2.1 Formal Interviews
Formal interviews were structured and took the form of scheduled 
appointments, a set list of questions and a one-on-one interface (March 1965; Scott 
1965). Each interview was scheduled for one hour, and the interviewee had the 
choice to end the interview at any time or spend longer than one hour, if they desired 
to do so. Each interviewee was asked the same set of questions, regardless of which 
organization they worked for. The goal of the formal interviews is to gather similar 
information from each interviewee. The interview questions were as follows:
• What are your main job responsibilities? (As needed: Could you be more 
specific about your responsibilities?)
• What activities do you commonly perform as part of your job? (As needed: 
Could you be more specific about these activities?)
• How do these activities fit into the payload process?
• Do you have any ideas or suggestions on items that your organization does
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very well or could improve on?
• How would you generally describe your type of job, i.e. engineering, 
management, etc.?
• Do you have any questions for me?
• Is there anything else that you would like to share?
From the questions asked, information was gathered on how processes 
function, how they flow and where waste may occur in the process. The 
interviewee’s suggestions for ways to improve tasks and/or processes often identified
areas where waste was occurring.
The benefits of using formal interviews are that consistent questions are asked 
each interviewee and the interview session is structured and consistent. While the 
nature of interviews does have variability in the way people interpret questions and 
what information they choose to share, using formal interviews helps assure that the 
same questions are asked to each interviewee, in the same way.
4.2.2 Informal Interviews
Informal interviews are less structured than formal interviews and do not have 
a set list of questions. They typically occurred after an interviewee had already 
participated in a formal interview and could be initiated by the interviewee or the 
researcher. These interviews included feedback and suggestions on work products 
from this dissertation and discussions on BST and RPC processes. Informal 
interviews did not have a set time or place, or a set of questions to be answered, as
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they were not specifically arranged to support the research. The participants did 
know it was part of the research and the communication could occur at random times 
as the participant chose (Guetzkow 1965).
Informal interviews provide an opportunity for the interviewee to express 
views, ideas and comments that may not have been discussed in the formal interview. 
Another benefit of the informal interview is that topics that are new or that have 
changed since the formal interview can be discussed. The environment for the 
informal interviews was typically chosen by the interviewee and was not necessarily 
consistent across all interviews. By being in a different environment, different ideas 
and comments may arise, providing another avenue for gathering research 
information. With no set list of questions either, the interviewee can talk about any 
subject. Although the formal interviews were not constrained to particular topics, 
with the more structured formal environment, it is possible that certain topics did not 
come to mind or were not brought up by the interviewee. By utilizing different 
environments and different methods of interviews, more information can be gathered, 
different views and topics can be discussed and a more complete picture of the 
organization is obtained.
4.3 Observation
The major case study for this research was BioServe Space Technologies 
(BST). The observation of BST was done in the form of the open researcher. The 
open researcher model involves sustained participation with the subject group, while 
openly acknowledging the identity of the researcher and explaining some of the
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research purposes to the subject group (Scott 1965). The approval of the University 
of Colorado, Boulder, and the various subject organizations were obtained prior to 
observation.
Information was gathered from other organizations in the form of an open, 
transitory researcher. Here, the researcher is still openly known to be doing research. 
However, there is not sustained participation with the organization and in fact little 
time may be spent with any particular group (Scott 1965). This method of research is 
typically used to gather data from a large number of groups. Observation of all 
subject organizations was conducted to the best availability of the organization and 
the researcher.
Observation methods were usually not interactive and the responsibilities of 
the author to participate in the processes being observed were non-existent during the 
time of observation. While it is acknowledged that observation of a group often 
provokes change, every effort was made not to affect the subject groups.
The researcher was not present during the actual process implementation, for 
several reasons. First, the majority of the payloads developed by RPCs were put on 
hold or schedules were drastically elongated with the halt of Space Shuttle flights in 
February 2003. The Shuttle flights are not projected to resume until mid-2005, so the 
RPCs have no pressure to prepare payloads that are reliant on the Shuttle for 
microgravity and transport to the ISS. This research was conducted from January 
2003 to September 2004. Secondly, the author of this dissertation has first hand 
knowledge of the BST processes through prior experience and employment, 
immediately prior to and during this research. Having participated in the processes
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being researched and having been responsible for documenting some subsystem 
processes, actual observation of all BST processes was not necessary during the 
observation phase of the research.
The relationship of the researcher and the subject groups is taken into account 
when conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7 (Schein 1987; Scott 1965). It is noted that 
participation is voluntary and that not every person has the same relationship with an 
open researcher. The organizational culture and social structure are something that an 
organization’s management must account for when implementing LM. The scope of 
this research does not include recommendations or comments on an organization’s 
social or cultural structure; the structures are noted only as part of the organization 
itself.
4.4 Management Theories
LM is not the first management theory, and will not be the last, to be put forth 
as a way to increasing the efficiency of companies. It does not nullify previous 
management theories, but does present a different and complementary way of 
analyzing how to run a company or organization. LM was chosen for this research 
based on its applicability, its principles and previous aerospace research. There have 
been several, prominent quality and management movements over the last thirty 
years, such as Theory of Constraints (TOC), Total Quality Management (TQM), and 
Six Sigma. The main differences of these theories are the primary effects and focus, 
as the secondary effects are often similar. All of these approaches have their 
advantages and disadvantages and no one approach is ideal for all organizations
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(Womack 2003c). Lean extends some of these ideas, by examining them from a 
value perspective and keeping the customer’s needs first, and approaches process 
improvement from a different angle (Donovan 1998; Nave 2002; Shook 2003b). The 
connection and evolution of these theories is summarized in Figure 4-1.
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4.4.1 Theory o f Constraints
The Theory of Constraints (TOC) focuses on constraint reduction. This 
essentially means that any bottlenecks in the production process are addressed and 
eliminated or reduced. As the bottleneck moves or is eliminated, the next bottleneck 
in the process is then focused on. The goal is to reduce the impact of limited 
resources on the production process, by managing bottlenecks through mitigation and 
moving the bottleneck as far down the production process as possible, i.e. closer to 
the customer.
For example, if a screw is being made and there are four parts to the 
fabrication process, then TOC examines where the process is delayed. For illustration 
purposes only, assume the screw fabrication steps consist of: 1) pouring metal into a 
mold, 2) hardening the metal, 3) removing the screw from the mold, and 4) 
examining the screw for quality. The slowest part of this process, and where items 
usually wait, is step 2, hardening the metal. TOC would examine the process; 
identify the bottleneck as step 2; perform an analysis to see how the bottleneck could 
be reduced or eliminated; and then implement the solution. This is an iterative 
process, as TOC is performed numerous times as constraints are reduced or 
eliminated.
The primary effect is fast throughput and TOC assumes that there is an 
emphasis on speed and volume within the company (Nave 2002). Secondary effects 
of TOC are similar to Six Sigma and LM in that there is less inventory and waste and 
often quality is improved (LEI 2003d). TOC often reduces waste at the constraint (or 
bottleneck), and this usually reduces the variation in the product, which improves
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quality. Quality is not the main focus of TOC, although it is often a by-product. If 
speed and volume are not the primary purposes of the organization, and quality and 
efficient use of scare resources are more important, as is the case with many NOPOs, 
then TOC probably is not the best management strategy. An additional drawback to 
TOC is that there is minimal employee input. Many decisions at small organizations 
are made democratically and implementing a philosophy that does not involve the 
employees, such as TOC, is probably not the best choice to retain and motivate a 
skilled workforce.
4.4.2 Total Quality Management
The foundation of TQM is exceeding the customer’s expectations. This 
meshes well with LM, when customer-defined value is used. However, LM provides 
a balance between the meeting the customer’s needs and wants, while preserving the 
value and needs of all stakeholders, including employees. In TQM, it would be better 
for the customer’s value to continuously decrease the price of a product. However, 
this is not necessarily a good solution for other stakeholders, such as employees and 
shareholders (Donovan 1998). Thus, LM extends TQM and strives to maintain a 
balance among all people involved in the company, while still providing value to the 
customer.
4.4.3 Six Sigma
Six Sigma focuses on variation reduction in order to improve quality through 
the reduction of the number of defects. The goal of Six Sigma is to reduce the defect
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rate to less than 3.4 defects per million opportunities (DPMO). 3.4 DPMO is 
equivalent to six sigma, or six standard deviations3. The major difference between 
Six Sigma and LM is in their approach to the company and their main goals. The 
positive, secondary outcomes of both programs are quite similar, such as faster 
throughput and less inventory (Nave 2002). Six Sigma focuses on a problem that is 
often directly related to quality. For LM, the emphasis is on the elimination of waste. 
One criticism of Six Sigma, as noted by Nave, is that it does not address processes 
and is not intended to improve processes (2002). Thus LM is quite compatible with 
Six Sigma: jointly they can improve processes and quality, respectively. For 
example, if undesirable air bubbles are common in a molded part, Six Sigma is a 
better way to address this quality issue. If the same molded part sits in inventory for 
five days between being molded and being sent to the next processing step, then LM 
is the best way to address the process flow issues. Thus, LM and Six Sigma are often 
used in conjunction to address different parts of a company’s improvement plan, such 
as Lockheed Martin is doing (Gass 2002; Hitchings 2002; Kandebo 1999b; Phillips 
2000).
3 The sigma for a process can be calculated by first defining and measuring the number of defects and 
defining and measuring the number of opportunities. Once these quantities are known, the process 
yield can be calculated by subtracting the total number of defects (d) from the total number of 
opportunities (o), dividing by the total number of opportunities (o), and then multiplying by 100.
Process Yield = [(o-d)/o] * 100%
The process yield can then be converted to a sigma value by using a sigma conversion table. A process 
yield of 99.99966 is equal to six sigma (iSix Sigma 2004b; Westgard QC 2001).
The several assumptions made when using this formula are: the standard sigma shift of 1.5 is 
appropriate; the data is normally distributed; the process is stable; and the calculations are made using 
one-tail values of the normal distribution (iSix Sigma 2004a).
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4.4.4 Lean Management
LM focuses first and foremost on eliminating waste and adding value for the 
customer. Its secondary effects are less variation, less inventory, uniform output and 
improved quality (Nave 2002). Based on previous experience in other systems, LM 
assumes that its application in another system will improve flow time for products. 
Organizations where LM has been implemented have shown that waste reduction 
usually does occur (Jobo 2004; Jonson 2001; Phillips 2000; Riel 2003).
If fewer people are needed through the application of LM ideas, these people 
can be reassigned to increase the number of types of products being produced and 
produce more higher quality, lower-cost products, or contribute to the continued 
pursuit of perfection -  LM principle number five. This allows the company to 
increase productivity, retain the proper number of workers and continue to become 
Leaner over time, which will continue to increase the efficiency and production 
quality. Ideally, increased efficiency and quality will result in better value for the
customer.
The above might seem to imply that LM precludes layoffs, but that is not the 
case. Rather, it advocates that the workforce be reduced, as needed, to the number of 
employees that are anticipated to be required for a given workload once LM 
processes are in place. Once this number has been reached, preferably early in the 
application of LM, the remaining workers should be retained as much as possible 
while the company transitions to Lean. Retention of employees can be fulfilled by 
continuing to grow the business and providing other items that customers desire. The 
key point to recognize is that employees will not participate, and may even sabotage,
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a process that leads to their own unemployment (Womack 1996b; Worthy 1994). By 
protecting the employees’ jobs during the implementation of LM, motivation and 
incentive to participate will remain high.
LM is not geared towards large capital investments in order to gain the 
promised process improvements4. Many of the changes that are suggested under the 
LM rubric do not require capital directly, such as moving machines and tools to 
create continuous flow or creating multi-functional teams for products. Application 
of LM throughout the enterprise typically results in savings in many areas, such as 
labor, parts costs and rework. Some minor additional costs may be needed to 
improve the processes, but it is anticipated that these costs will be more than 
recovered through the application of LM (Womack 1990, 2000; Womack 1994, 
1996b).
LAI is pushing to apply LM to all aerospace agencies and industries. Part of 
becoming a Lean enterprise is based in having the entire supplier stream follow LM 
ideals. Thus, NOPOs using LM will be well positioned to work with NASA, and 
other organizations, in a Lean environment, as part of a Lean supplier chain. It is 
known that NASA is applying some version of Lean and Six Sigma as part of their 
reinvention and process improvements, but the details are not available publicly 
(Esquivel 2003; Roe 2003a; Sampson 2003; Willcoxen 2003)5.
4 Some other management philosophies, such as Six Sigma, do require large initial capital investments 
for items such as statistical tools.
5 NASA’s process to become leaner is not visible to the public at this time. Attempts were made to 
find out more information and tie into this doctoral research; however NASA is unwilling at this time 
to share their approach and how the process is being improved through LM. As the supplier chain 
becomes more Lean (the supplies being passed in this case are information), it will be important for all 
participants in the chain to have visibility into the other organizations. This is necessary to cut the 
costs of production for everyone. Only by evaluating the product’s value throughout the entire value 
stream can the entire process truly become Lean.
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4.4.5 Theory Selection
LM was chosen as the theory for this research for several reasons. First, Six 
Sigma focuses on variation reduction and while quality is important to BST, the fact 
that BST produces only one or two of each part makes make Six Sigma difficult to 
utilize. Secondly, TOC focuses on constraint reduction. Removing or reducing 
constraints is extremely difficult to do in a one-off production, or job shop, 
environment. The constraint is constantly moving, which makes it difficult to 
pinpoint the constraint and find a permanent solution. Thirdly, TQM is a good theory 
for quality and bringing the customer to the forefront of the organization, but it does 
not address processes. It is believed that many of BST’s problems, including quality, 
lie in their processes, or lack thereof, and that by fixing the processes, other 
improvements will follow (BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004). LM combines 
elimination of waste with customer emphasis and process improvement, making it the 
top choice when compared to other theories.
Additionally, the culture of BST seems to fit well with LM. The employees 
are empowered and there is minimal separation between management and the “shop 
floor” employees. A management theory, such as LM, that involves employees and 
builds on their knowledge of the processes may be easier for employees to embrace 
than a management theory that is purely top-down. Resources for conducting in- 
depth analyses of proposed improvements and the luxury of time to implement 
programs slowly are not compatible with the deadlines that BST faces. LM does not 
advocate that improvements be recklessly implemented or not evaluated, but LM does
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not require weeks of assessment prior to implementation either. Once needed 
improvements are identified through value identification and value stream mapping, 
they can be implemented immediately. Additionally, the small space, small staff and 
limited budget of BST dictate that all resources should be used to their fullest 
efficiency, which is one of LM’s anticipated outcomes through the elimination of 
waste. The match between BST’s organizational culture, its needs, and the goals of 
LM led to the choice of examining LM for its applicability to BST and other NOPOs.
4.5 LM Tools
A variety of tools are associated with LM. The tools that were considered to 
be most applicable to BST and other NOPOs were utilized. Other aspects and tools 
of LM are listed in Appendix G, as part of the Glossary. This section will focus on 
the VSM, waste identification, and kaizen.
4.5.1 LM Principles
Each of the LM principles was applied, in order one through five, to the 
process that is being evaluated^. In the case of BST and other NOPOs, the payload 
process was chosen as the focus and then the principles applied. Section 5.3 provides 
further detail on the application of the five LM principles to BST.
4.5.2 Value Stream Mapping
An often mentioned and utilized tool is Value Stream Mapping (VSM) 
(Bicheno 2000; Dailida 2000; Irani 2001; Jones 2003). VSM is a way to visualize the
6 The details of these principles are discussed in section 3.4.
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process being examined and to identify and quantify activities that are 1) value added, 
2) non-value added, and 3) non-value added but necessary, in the current process. 
With the goal of LM being to reduce waste, the value-adding activities are the 
activities that should consume most or all of the time in a process.
Value analysis is typically done with VSMs that are at a low enough level to 
categorize tasks into three types: value added; non-value added; or non-value added 
but necessary. The categorization of the tasks is the value analysis for a VSM. 
Implementing standard processes will assist with creation of VSMs at a low enough 
level to perform value analysis. For example, a task box that only denotes “build 
hardware” is a combination of all three types of steps. Without having more detail on 
what the specific steps are, the value analysis cannot be done. If a task box denotes 
that a worker carries a piece of the environmental subsystem to another room, as a 
subtask in the building hardware process, and the piece then waits for five hours to 
get some electrical work done, then this task is specific enough, and at a low enough 
level, to assess whether it adds value or not.
• If the subsystem piece waits for five hours, no work is done and the piece is 
not being queued for the next worker, then this task is non-value added.
• If the subsystem waits for five hours for the next worker because this is the 
way subsystems are queued and if the subsystem is not there waiting for the 
next worker, then it loses its place in line, then the task is non-value added, 
but necessary.
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At this point the next step might be to assess the queuing system and whether 
it can be improved to reduce or eliminate the subsystem waiting which is currently a 
non-value add, but necessary action.
It should be noted that:
“...VSM does not equal ‘flow analysis’ or the process of designing and creating 
optimum product flows. VSM is a simple tool to help operation managers and 
engineers (and others) understand how their flows currently operate and to help 
guide them through the process of analysis to improve those existing flows and 
design better ones in the future.” (Shook 2003b)
4.5.2.1 Current State 
VSM begins with deciding upon a process to be evaluated. The process is 
then written on a piece of paper, i.e. mapped. It is recommended that a sheet of paper 
not bigger than 11” x 17” be used for the mapping. This size allows enough detail for 
a useful VSM, but will preclude too many layers of detail. One of the purposes of 
VSM is to view the entire process simply and on a single sheet of paper. The process 
should be initially drawn to show the flow of material, which assumes that the 
process being evaluated deals with development or the production floor. After the 
flow of material is drawn, the information flow is added to the map.
Then, the time for each step, or task, depicted in the drawing is measured and 
recorded. The steps are categorized into value added, non-value added, and non­
value added but necessary. The times for all steps in each of the three categories are 
added together to obtain the total time for each category in the process. (It is often 
found that the non-value added time is much greater than the value added time, with 
value added time often being 1% or less of the total time initially. The actual value
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added time is so low because are there few activities that actually add value for the 
customer. For example, the task of soldering a resistor to a circuit board involves 
only one step value add step: the soldering. All of the other activities associated with 
this task do not add value, e.g. getting the circuit board, waiting for the soldering iron 
to heat up, and getting the resistor. While these other tasks are necessary to complete 
the task, they do not add value for the customer.) The drawing that has been created 
of how the process currently exists is called a “current state map”. It is important to 
create the current state map first, to show how the process “as-is”. The current state 
map is not a wish list of how the process should be. Ideal and future state maps are 
used to show how the process should be, based on LM principles and practices. Once 
the current state map is created, then the ideal and future state maps can be created.
4.5.2.2 Ideal State 
The Ideal state map is the most Lean, or streamlined, process conceivable.
This may not be achievable immediately, or even ultimately, but provides a long-term 
goal. Ideal state maps can be used as brainstorming tools and to visualize the goals of 
the organization’s processes, even though the final goals may not be achievable in the 
short term or with current technology. An ideal state map may have no non-value 
added steps, which is a perfect scenario.
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4.5.2.3 Future State 
The Future state map(s) are achievable maps that are more Lean than a current 
state map, but not as Lean as an ideal state map. Future state maps are used to move 
from the current state map to the ideal state map. Future state maps show what the 
next improvements in the process will be, in order to bring the process closer to the 
ideal state. Future state maps should be modified or updated every time a process is 
evaluated, so the organization and the employees know what the next steps are and 
what the next goal is for a process and the organization. There can be more than one 
future state map at a given instant, as multiple maps may be created to show the 
evolution of process improvement, i.e. future state maps for one month, two months 
and six months.
The book by Mike Rother, et al. is a excellent reference for further 
information on VSM (1999).
4.5.3 Waste Identification
Analysis of the TPS identified seven kinds of wastes (Shingo 1989). These 
seven wastes carry over into LM and are the most common types of waste found. 
Use of these seven categories helps people to see waste when evaluating processes 
and is often used in conjunction with VSM. After VSMs are created, the waste 
categories can be used to evaluate where waste can be removed and what types of 
activities may be considered waste.
1. Overproduction — producing more than is needed and/or producing it 
too early
2. Inventory -  when semi-finished items are between operations and 
when completed parts are stored because there is no customer to buy 
them
3. Unnecessary Processing — additional processing and steps that are not 
needed
4. Motion — unnecessary movement by an employee, including the 
ergonomics of lifting, stretching, bending, etc.
5. Defects -  when quality issues cause a part to be scrapped or rework to 
be done
6. Waiting -  when employees wait for machines, tools, parts and 
information
7. Transportation -  when handling and movement is needed to get the 
tools, machines, parts and information to the next step in the process
(Crabill 2000; Monden 1983; Shingo 1989)
4.5.4 The Five Why’s
With a new product, specific problems and performance are not known ahead 
of time. The issues are often new, since batches of one eliminate much of the 
repeatability and predictability present in mass-production. However, the root causes 
of the problems are often similar from payload to payload and the root cause must be 
found when resolving problems. There should be processes in place that address
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troubleshooting and when the root cause is identified, it should be permanently 
addressed to reduce the occurrence of the future problems. This is similar to Ohno’s 
5 Whys — when resolving a problem, “why” should be asked five times to reach the 
root cause (Ohno 1988a). By asking why multiple times and not just fixing the 
symptoms of the problem, the root cause should be found.
For example, if a payload is leaking water, “why” should be asked five times
to get to the root cause of the problem.
1. Why is the payload leaking? There is a hole in a cooling system line.
2. Why is there a hole in the cooling line? It was punctured during other
work on the payload.
3. Why was it punctured? The line sits against a sharp edge when the
payload is fully assembled.
4. Why does the cooling line sit on a sharp edge? The cooling line was 
designed before the payload design was fully integrated, resulting in 
cooling line placement that is no longer optimal.
5. Why was the cooling line designed before the payload design was 
fu l ly  integrated? There was no set design schedule, so parts were 
designed as time allowed and the integrated design was not reviewed.
The answer to the fifth “why” usually reveals the root cause, although sometimes it is 
necessary to keep asking why. In this example, further “why’s” would reveal:
6. Why was there no set design schedule? Because there was not a
process.
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By creating a process, the root cause of the problem, the problem can be prevented, 
rather than just the symptoms addressed.
4.5.5 Kaizen
Kaizen is a team event that focuses on the continuous improvement of an 
entire value stream or an individual process to create more value with less waste. 
Typically, the term kaizen is used to refer to a specific process that is being improved. 
Kaizens are regularly held at companies that are implementing and using LM.
Actions are taken during a kaizen to change the current state.
Kaizens can last a couple of days to a week. The first kaizens that are done by 
an organization should be short and have immediate results. This will assist with 
employee buy-in to LM by showing immediate results. An additional benefit of 
kaizens is that they involve the doers, the people who actually perform the process. 
The doers usually know how the process really works and what needs to be changed 
and are therefore ideal people to have involved with the change process.
Concrete recommendations for process improvements are made in Chapter 7. 
However no kaizens have been implemented, at BST or at other RPCs, as a result of 
this research, because actual implementation is beyond the scope of this research, per 
agreements with participating organizations.
4.6 Summary
The research methods and management theories that are the basis of this 
doctoral research were discussed in this chapter. The primary research methods
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utilized were interviews, observations and LM tools. The UCB Human Research 
Commission approved all areas of the research that involved humans. LM was 
chosen as the management theory, after considering a variety of theories, including 
TQM, TOC and Six Sigma. LM was chosen for its emphasis on the customer, 
elimination of waste, and process improvement. The principles and tools of LM also 
appear to fit well with BST’s organizational environment and culture. Other 
aerospace companies are using LM, which presents opportunities to realize 
improvements throughout the supply chain. The next step is to examine how LM can 
be translated to BST and what modifications are needed to do so. Chapter 5 describes 
the translation and extension of LM to BST.
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Chapter 5: LM Nonprofit, O n e -o f f  Production Organization Case
Study
A case study was chosen to research the translation and extension of LM to 
NOPOs. The case study organizations needed to be nonprofit and produce products 
in a one-off manner. NASA Research Partnership Centers (RPCs) presented this 
environment, in particular BST.
5.1 Case Study Overview
BST fulfills the criteria of a NOPO, in addition to being accessible to the 
researcher. The location of BST and the researcher at the University of Colorado, 
Boulder, provided an ideal opportunity for this case study. Additionally, the 
researcher had personal payload development experience with BST, prior to entering 
the researcher role. Through the experience of creating and developing payloads, it 
was observed that BST was not functioning as efficiently as possible and that there 
were an increasing number of payload problems and failures. BST recognized this 
fact itself at a later time, substantiating the researcher’s observations (BioServe Space 
Technologies 2003-2004). Once the problems at BST were confirmed, the search 
began for potential solutions. Examining the applicability of LM to NOPOs requires 
an understanding of how an organization functions, both formally and informally. 
Otherwise, hidden obstacles and barriers may arise that change the applicability of 
LM to NOPOs. BST graciously agreed to participate in this research, providing 
research opportunities for in-depth observation and interviews.
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5.2 BioServe Space Technologies
5.2.1 History
BST was founded in 1987 as a NASA Center for Commercial Development of 
Space (CCDS). The overarching goals of BST are to conduct experiments that 
further commercial participation in space life sciences research and further NASA s 
mission. The payload process, from concept to development to launch to recovery, is 
driven by these two goals. The payloads are typically developed in house to support 
the experiments. A payload is technically any item carried by the Space Shuttle or 
placed on the International Space Station (ISS). In the context of this dissertation, all 
payloads are scientific experiments, as the only items that BST flies on the Shuttle 
and ISS are scientific experiments. BST has flown twenty five missions on the Space 
Shuttle, Mir and the ISS, for a total of over 970 days in space.
5.2.2 Guiding Principles
The guiding principles of BST are its vision, mission and ideals. The ideals 
are: “excellence, teamwork, exceptional service and forging new frontiers” (BioServe 
Space Technologies 2003-2004). These guiding principles show where BST is 
heading and what is important to the organization; they are listed below as stated in 
December 2003 by BST. All principles are published publicly on the BST web site 
and are posted in the BST work area. When LM is implemented within an 
organization, it is critical that its guiding principles reflect the tenets of LM, such as a 
focus on the customer. If BST chooses to implement LM, the guiding principles 
should be revisited in light of LM.
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5.2.2.1 Vision
The vision is: “To be recognized worldwide as a major leader in expanding 
the space frontier by developing valuable life science applications using the unique 
environment of space to create breakthroughs that benefit humanity” (BioServe Space 
Technologies 2003-2004).
5.2.2.2 Mission
BST’s mission is: “To develop new or improved products through space life 
science research in partnership with industry, academia and government” (BioServe 
Space Technologies 2003-2004).
5.2.2.3 Ideals
The first ideal is excellence:
“We are dedicated to professional excellence. We encourage cross-disciplinary 
interaction, education and development within and among our employees and 
customers. We constantly strive to improve with regard to innovation, quality and 
technical competence. This contributes to a framework of professional  ^
development that results in excellence in our workforce and achievements.”
The second ideal is teamwork: “We strive to create an environment of 
integrity and mutual respect that promotes success through teamwork. The BioServe
team is passionately focused on success.
The third ideal is exceptional service: “We believe in superior levels of 
performance in all aspects of our service to meet the needs of our customers.”
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The fourth ideal is forging new frontiers:
“We value contributions that keep us on the cutting edge of microgravity research 
and science. We recognize that our efforts will add to the body of knowledge 
surrounding microgravity research, space exploration and space accessibility. We 
continually search for opportunities that will push the boundaries of space 
research. We make bold choices and take calculated risks to remain the premier 
provider of commercial access to space.” (BioServe Space Technologies 2003)
5.2.3 Education
Education is not directly written into the guiding principles of BST at this 
time. This is consistent with the RPC guidelines established by SPD, which do not 
mandate that education be a part of the RPCs. However, since fourteen out of fifteen 
RPCs are located at universities, education is typically an unwritten component of 
being an RPC (Sampson 2003; Space Product Development 2003). The interaction 
between BST and its students will be examined further in the customer and 
stakeholder section.
5.2.4 Organization
BST is unique among the RPCs since it is co-located at two universities, the 
University of Colorado, Boulder (UCB) and Kansas State University (KSU). The 
group at KSU focuses primarily on scientific research, and does little to no payload 
hardware or software development. The KSU group only peripherally touches the 
payload process currently, mainly as a principal investigator for the science and 
somewhat through marketing and research concept generation. Additionally, the 
KSU BST director reports to the BST Director located at UCB and the KSU BST 
budget is allocated from the NASA funds provided to BST in Boulder. Thus, the
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KSU element of BST is essentially a subcontractor of BST Boulder. NASA provides 
approximately half of BST’s $4.5 million annual budget, with the rest coming from 
industry partners (NASA 2003h). UCB contributes via in-kind funding, such as office 
and lab space. All of the payloads that have been built and flown by BST recently 
have been completely designed and built at UCB.
BST reports to both NASA and the university. The organizational chart for 
RPCs was shown in Chapter 2.3.1, and BST falls under the RPC section of SPD. The 
university reporting structure follows on the next page and applies to the UCB 
location, since the Director of BST is located at UCB.
Figure 5-1: Relation of BST to UCB
This figure demonstrates how BST reports to the administration of the University of 
Colorado, Boulder, at both the department and school levels.
The details of BST internal organizational structure are shown in the next 
three figures. The first figure, Figure 5-2, is a high level overview of the entire BST 
organization and the next two figures, Figures 5-3 and 5-4, show greater detail.
These organizational charts are based on BST’s structure as of December 2003. Any 
changes since this time should be taken into account when implementing LM.
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Figure 5-2: Overview of BST Organization as of December 2003
This figure demonstrates how BST is organized. Both UCB and KSU are shown in 
this figure. The numbers 1-5 that are shown above represent different areas of BST. 
Each of these five areas is shown in more detail in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. It should be 
noted that there are two areas of “Sponsored Research”. This is because sponsored 
research is performed at both the University of Colorado, Boulder and Kansas State 
University. In Figure 5-2, number 3 relates to UCB research and number 4 relates to 
KSU research.
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Figure 5-3: Detail of BST Product Development and Mission Operations
The above figure shows the detail of how the BST organization is divided into the 
areas of hardware/software development and space flight missions, as of December 
2003. The numbers 1 and 2 in parenthesis in the top boxes refer back to Figure 5-2. 
The staff numbers for each area refer to staff FTEs.
Often, staff and students are assigned to more than one area of BST. Several 
staff may be allocated part-time to an area, and collectively the staff equals one or 
more full time equivalents (FTEs). An FTE is defined by the state and is considered 
to be forty hours of work per week. So if two employees each contribute twenty 
hours per week to a BST area, the two employees are equal to one FTE.
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Figure 5-4: Detail of BST Research and Administrative Functions
The above figure shows how BST research and administrative functions are 
organized, as of December 2003. The number of staff is indicated in parenthesis. 
The numbers in parentheses in the top three boxes refer to Figure 5-3. The staff 
numbers for each area refer to staff FTEs.
Since the payload hardware and software are being exclusively designed, 
built, tested, operated and flown by BST at UCB, it is logical to focus on the Boulder 
location of BST for payload process research. The payload process is defined for this 
research as the entire lifecycle of a payload: concept, design, development, 
production, test, flight, operations, and possible science education. All references to
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BST from this point forward will exclusively apply to BST at UCB, unless otherwise 
noted.
5.3 BST Observations and Interviews
The interviews and observations of this research were based on the state of 
BST prior to 2004, as BST has been in a state of flux during 2004 because of the loss 
of the Columbia, the reorganization of NASA, and the announcement of a new NASA 
initiative by the President (Aldridge 2004; Bush 2004).
BST employees were observed and interviewed over a one year period. 
Twenty-six people, including faculty, staff and students, were interviewed to find out 
more about the payload process at BST. 82% of the BST faculty and staff on board 
during 2003 were interviewed; 73% of BST 2003 students involved with the payload
process were interviewed .
BST employs approximately forty people, a combination of university staff,
faculty, and undergraduate and graduate students. Currently, students are 45% of 
total BST employees8. The term “employees” will be used in this document to refer 
to anyone paid by or working for BST, not just professional staff. The exact number 
of employees at UCB fluctuates based on the workload and student availability. It is 
a close-knit group, many of the offices are open, divided only by cubicle walls. The 
hardware and software development areas are located along the same hallway. One 
staff office is also located on this hallway with the remaining offices of students and 
managers located one floor above.
7 All interviewees were volunteers.
8 The percentage of students is based on head count, not equivalent full-time employees (FI bs).
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A key BST characteristic mentioned by interviewees as a BST advantage is its 
flexibility. BST creates or modifies payloads to tailor them to the customer’s needs. 
Often, employees work iteratively in conjunction with the customer to provide the
service and product desired.
BST has two major payloads: Commercial Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus 
(CGBA) and Plant Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus (PGBA). The appropriate one 
of these will be customized to meet various customers’ needs. So there is great deal 
of variety in the production environment. At the same time, since most payloads 
begin from one of these two basic models, some processes can be standardized 
without constraining the flexibility of BST. Having a task done the same way each 
time should improve the payload quality.
My interviews revealed there is currently little tracking done for allocation of 
labor costs and only some tracking done for materials costs for a specific payload.
The result is that no one really knows what it costs to build a specific payload, which 
makes it difficult to bid for future projects. Lack of this historical data makes project
risk management more difficult.
Failures can emerge at many places: on-orbit; during payload testing just prior 
to launch; or in test during manufacture and assembly, to name just a few. Currently 
failures are not consistently identified, characterized, and traced to the root cause, 
whether within BST or a supplier or elsewhere. The majority of information on 
failures and problems is stored in employee memory, thus interviews are now the best 
way to elicit information. In interviews, BST staff commented that some failures, 
such as a software bit flip due to radiation during a Mir flight, caused damage to the
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payload. Some failures may be only partial, where some science is achieved but not 
all of the desired science. Other failures maybe complete, when no science is 
achieved. Interviews demonstrated that the root cause was not always clearly 
identified, as some interviewees stated that the failure of Commercial Generic 
Bioprocessing Apparatus (CGBA) on STS-112 was due to inadequate testing, while 
other interviewees stated that the cause was a faulty item and the exact item is 
unknown (BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004). Multiple conversations with 
BST management indicated that the number of payload problems per experiment 
seems to be increasing (BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004). Due to the lack of 
documentation on past problems and failures, accurate statistics could not be obtained 
and this lack of documentation is a failure, since it is a waste of experience and the 
lessons learned are not captured.
One of the goals of this research is to streamline and improve the BST 
payload process, in order to reduce the failure rate. Almost 40% of interviewees 
mentioned failures as a problem and failures were the second most common topic 
brought up by the interviewees. Reducing the failure rate, and thereby increasing the 
success rate, is value added for the customer by increasing the quality of the payload. 
Failures must be consistently defined and documented, and the root causes 
understood in order to learn from mistakes, as learning from mistakes is key for an 
organization to survive and continue to be successful. Failure documentation is often 
how “lessons learned” are captured. Metrics discussed in Chapter 7 include metrics 
for success (value add) and metrics for problems.
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The turnover of employees and the retention of corporate knowledge is an 
issue. In particular, BST has an inherent turnover rate with students, who graduate. 
However, the professional staff has a fairly low turnover rate. Over the last five 
years, two new staff members have joined BST (9% of staff and faculty employees). 
Some students are hired after graduation and many of the BST staff are CU graduates. 
This is good for retaining knowledge, but at the risk of becoming an insular 
community.
As new students and employees join the organization, it is important that they 
are properly trained on how to develop payloads and on LM. Since LM is a 
continuous journey, all new people need to understand what has been done, the 
importance of LM and how LM fits into the organization (Guastafero 2004).
There are few formal rules at BST. The “rules” tend to be more informal and 
implicitly understood. This can be a problem when students, or other employees, 
leave and there is little documentation on what has been done. ".. .The higher the 
turnover rate, the more potentially difficult the process of social interaction, and 
hence the greater the adaptive emphasis on formal rules and specificity of roles." 
(UdyJr. 1965)
The majority of BST employees are cross-trained so they can perform a 
variety of tasks. This allows BST to utilize people in a variety of capacities and have 
people fill in where needed. The lack of standard processes and documentation 
makes it hard for people to fill in successfully. When someone is out of the office or 
leaves the organization, it is sometimes difficult to pick up where they left off, not for
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a lack of skill, but because of the lack of current-status knowledge and/or 
documentation.
Documentation was the number one topic that interviewees broached; 69% 
mentioned it. The majority of interviewees indicated that there was not enough 
documentation at BST and it was difficult to find what did exist. In almost every 
instance though, interviewees emphasized that documentation must be carefully 
balanced. While most interviewees would like to see more documentation, they did 
not want be overburdened with non-value adding documentation.
According to my interviews, the lack of documentation is due to time 
constraints, other priorities, few rules and guidelines and few or no consequences of 
not completing the documentation. At BST there are few standard processes, but 
even if processes are written down, if they are not followed then they are not 
valuable. When there have been attempts at BST to implement documentation and 
document what is built, if no one asks for it or sets a deadline, it rarely is completed. 
This needs to be changed at BST in order to reap the benefits of having standard 
processes. The second part of creating and implementing standard processes is to 
enforce them. This does not mean the employees should be punished or that the work 
environment should be negative, but part of the individual responsibility and 
expectations of BST employees should be that the processes are followed, including 
the appropriate documentation.
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Interviewees stated that when BST was first created, the workforce was, on 
average, younger^. Workforce aging is a problem throughout the civilian defense 
industry and the federal workforce. From 1989 to 1999, the average civilian 
workforce age increased from 41.6 years to 45.7 years (Walker 2002). The aging and 
retiring workforce makes it imperative that processes and information are captured 
and documented in non-transitory ways.
Additionally, multiple interviewees stated and anecdotal evidence suggests 
that the morale and motivation of the employees to sustain the current paradigm is 
decreasing (BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004). Interviewees stated that the 
lack of motivation to work long hours, weekends and evenings on a regular basis is 
partially due to employees increasing their commitments outside of work, such as 
families. BST is at a point where their current procedures and paradigms need to be 
reexamined in light of the demands their environment places on the organization 
today.
5.4 Extension and Translation of LM Principles to BST
After BST was observed, the theory and tools of LM were evaluated for how 
they do or do not apply for BST. Tools, such as value stream mapping, will be 
discussed in further detail, as well as their usefulness for BST.
9 Complete statistics on BST ages could not be gathered due to a lack of historical documentation. The 
BST age data that was available supports the statement that the BST workforce is getting older, on 
average, since BST’s inception.
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5.4.1 Value
Value is the first LM principle. Interviews with BST management 
demonstrated that BST currently defines its customer as the scientist and/or industry 
partner who is the principle investigator (PI) for the experiment10. The principle 
investigator is typically the person responsible for the experiment scientifically. The 
main purpose of flying payloads in microgravity is to perform science.
Interviewees stated that the primary value, or value proposition, that BST 
delivers is full service access to space life sciences research (BioServe Space 
Technologies 2003-2004). Full service for BST means that the necessary hardware 
and software are developed, built and tested; flight space for the payload is 
manifested; NASA documentation and requirements are met; the payload is 
monitored and managed while in space; and the appropriate data and samples are 
supplied to the principal investigator. Full service often includes subsidizing the cost 
of placing and maintaining the experiment in space. If BST management desires a 
full LM implementation, it is suggested that the value proposition be reviewed to 
focus more explicitly on the customer.
The customer is typically involved throughout the payload development 
process. Requirements are negotiated during the process and the customer is kept 
apprised of how development and testing are progressing. BST makes every effort 
possible to accommodate the customer’s requests and needs when designing the 
payload, even late in the development process. However, there is currently little 
follow up with the customer to determine how well BST actually delivered value for 
the customer. Customer satisfaction is one of the suggested metrics discussed later in
10 The LM definition of customer is in Chapter 2.3.3.
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this chapter, in order to gather more information on the customer’s opinions. A 
survey template is detailed in Appendix F. The close communication between BST 
and its customers is a firm foundation for LM principles. By making the interaction 
and follow up with the customer more explicit, the change would be subtle and will 
contribute to the effectiveness of BST.
5.4.1.1 Stakeholders
BST stakeholders include: NASA as a whole and in particular the NASA 
groups of SPD, OBPR and ISS; astronauts; industry partners; suppliers; principle 
investigator and associated research group(s); students; faculty; staff; the Aerospace 
Engineering Sciences (AES) department; the University of Colorado; BST advisory 
board; Congress; and the public11. Some of these stakeholders’ priorities, such as 
those of NASA SPD and NASA OBPR, can usually be met through meeting the 
customer’s requirements. The stakeholder list is fairly long, but this is typical when 
an organization is carefully examined to see exactly who is or can be affected by the 
success of the product.
5.4.1.2 Secondary Values
The location of BST at UCB creates a secondary set of prominent and 
somewhat orthogonal values and customers: education and students. While educating 
students is not the main purpose of BST, they are an integral part of BST, since it is
11 The LM definition of stakeholder is in Chapter 2.3.4.
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housed within a university (BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004). When finals 
occur at the end of the semester, academics come first and students often therefore 
have low availability during finals. For the students who work for BST, education 
and academics are usually the top priorities, not the customer’s needs, and these 
orthogonal value sets need to be addressed directly by BST, as they are not currently.
Other secondary values, which usually stem from stakeholders, are: number of 
commercial spin-off firms; commercial funding acquired; employment security; and 
opportunities for career advancement. These are usually a lower priority than the 
customer’s needs and providing full service access to space.
5.4.2 Value Stream
Now that the value is defined, the next step is to map the value stream, LM 
principle two, throughout BST.
5.4.2.1 Value Stream Map
Value stream mapping (VSM) creates a visual representation of the processes 
and helps with the understanding of the current state of the process. The VSM 
concept is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.5.2.
When the researcher applied VSM to BST, it was discovered that traditional 
VSM does not directly work for a group like BST. “Traditional VSM” will be used 
in this document to refer to the activity of value stream mapping as it is described in 
the LM literature and typically applied. “VSM” will refer to the modified version
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that is used for BST. The major reference on conducting value stream mapping is 
Learning to See, by Mike Rother and John Shook (1999).
Some “traditional VSM” characteristics are generally applicable to most 
organizations, including BST. These characteristics are: conversation is generated 
from the activity; current processes are documented and better understood - 
individuals participating in the value stream mapping learn a great deal about the 
whole process and how they fit into it; sources of variation and areas for improvement 
are identified; and VSM focuses on the customer and the value added for the 
customer. These valuable outcomes from traditional VSM are useful to RPCs and 
mapping of LM into an RPC environment should preserve them. Modifications to 
traditional VSM will be discussed in the next section.
5.4.2.1.1 VSM Challenges and Suggested Modifications
When doing VSM for BST, the major challenges are: 1) standard processes;
2) process implementation; and 3) average task times. These challenges occur for 
several reasons.
First, there are few standard processes, or standard work, at BST (BioServe 
Space Technologies 2003-2004). A standard process is a group of tasks that is 
documented, agreed to, and publicized in order to create a part, product or service the 
same way each time. Standard processes are important to increase the reliability and 
repeatability of tasks. For example, screw assemblies require treatment to ensure they 
do not loosen during launch or flight, in addition to requiring proper torque. The 
material typically used to prevent loosening is Vibratite®, and the amount needed to
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retain a screw is known. For new students and employees, this vital information for 
flight hardware should be easily accessible. Standard processes should not be set in 
stone for eternity, however. They should be reviewed and evolve as better techniques 
are available and must be kept up to date. The people who actually perform the 
processes should be involved with suggesting improvements and the improvement 
process. Every process should have an identifiable process owner.
Second, each payload has a slightly different process implementation at BST. 
Process implementation is the utilization of a standard process and may involve 
shortening or skipping standard process steps. Payload process variation is partially 
driven by the lack of standard processes and partially driven by the payload type. The 
payload types can be divided into two main categories and three subcategories. The 
two main categories are whether the payload will fly only on the Shuttle or on the ISS 
and some sort of transportation to the ISS, which could be the Shuttle. The three 
main processing subcategories of payload are: reflight; modified reflight; or brand 
new. These types determine some of the necessary processes, such as NASA
documentation and testing time.
Standard processes should not be burdensome and should be flexible and 
adaptable according to the customer, the payload requirements and the organization s 
needs. Standard processes should strive for reliability and repeatability, while being 
appropriately tailored to the project requirements. If the payload is a reflight, then it 
is reasonable to expect that some steps might be shorter than for a brand new payload. 
If a step is skipped or shortened though, then it should be a conscious, defendable and
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documented decision. The VSM itself, at a high level, does not change based on the 
type of payload (reflight, modified reflight or brand new).
Third, task times vary widely on a regular basis. Interviews revealed that 
variation in the process implementation and the type of payload has resulted in the 
range of task times being quite large, making it difficult to assign meaningful times to 
each step in the payload process (BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004). Since 
BST creates new payloads, as well as modifying previously developed payloads, and 
flies on both the Shuttle and the ISS, times will vary for tasks. Thus, it is not realistic 
to expect standard times for every task. However, certain tasks remain the same for 
all payloads, such as using Vibratite on screws, and a standard process should not
change between payloads.
The first step of the LM journey is identifying value and understanding the
current state. If the current state lacks standard processes, such as for BST, the next 
step is to implement standard processes. Once standard processes are in place and 
followed, then the time deviations for each step should decrease and placing 
meaningful times on each step becomes more realistic. Knowing the times helps 
highlight the ratio of time spent on 1) value added activities; 2) non-value added 
activities; and 3) non-value added activities that are necessary. Documenting the 
times does not directly add value for the customer, but helps guide improvements and 
enables quantification of those improvements, which will add value or reduce cost.
BST is regulated in part by NASA, so there may be a large number of non­
value added activities that are necessary due to NASA regulations. BST has little 
control over these requirements, but they must be met in order for the payload to fly.
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For example, the time spent documenting astronaut to payload interfaces, even if the 
payload is fully automated, may not affect the success rate of the customer’s 
experiment, but without it the experiment does not fly and then the value of 
microgravity research is lost for the customer. Some NASA regulations may improve 
the quality of a payload by requiring it to meet certain standards that it otherwise 
might not. Such regulation would add value for the customer and would be 
considered value add activities, rather than non-value add but necessary activities.
Being a one-off production organization does not preclude VSM, but it does 
make value analysis more difficult. For one-off production organizations, such as 
BST, flexibility and rapid adaptation are necessary, but standard processes and 
standard work are not always in place as a result. The lack of standard processes and 
known average task times means that performing a value analysis is not the first step 
in making NOPOs more Lean, as is reported by most of the literature. It makes sense 
to always do a value analysis as part of VSM from an assembly line manufacturing 
standpoint, where the steps or tasks are well defined and average times are easier to 
measure and have more meaning, but this is not always true for NOPOs.
There may be situations where it is not realistic to document times on a VSM 
for BST. The process implementation may change regularly or steps may be skipped 
for certain payloads, as is done at BST, and so it may not make sense to ascertain 
times to every step or process within the VSM. User discretion and logic should be 
exercised. The purpose of LM is not to induce unnecessary documentation or create a 
set of concrete rules, but rather to provide a simple technique to guide process 
improvements.
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The conclusion that it is not always realistic to document times does not mean 
that VSM should not be done with BST however. Rather, it shows that VSM must be 
modified for one-off production organizations. The process of creating a value 
stream map, at whatever level is possible, is valuable. The value analysis can be done 
in the future if the processes mature and the value stream can be documented at a 
level of detail at which the tasks can be categorized. Even though the value stream 
may vary slightly for each payload, VSM can be done quickly, with only a pencil and 
paper. The benefits of VSM outweigh the short time it takes to map a payload’s 
process. The adaptation to NOPOs generally is discussed in Chapter 7.
The other major characteristic of BST is that it is a nonprofit organization. At 
this time, being a nonprofit organization has minimal impact when value stream 
mapping. This is because costs and customers do matter to nonprofits, particularly 
organizations like BST, since money is limited and the demands are high. VSM 
focuses on the improving and streamlining processes based on the customer’s 
perspective of value, and thereby decreasing costs and improving efficiency. With 
the LM focus on the customer and meeting customer requirements, these goals are the 
same, whether the organization is for-profit or nonprofit. Cost savings result in either 
more resources for improving the end product (e.g. more testing) or less cost to the 
customer or being able to serve more customers. The value and the customer do not 
change merely because is BST is a nonprofit. While the stakeholders for a nonprofit 
are often of a larger scope, this does not affect who the end customer is. Therefore, 
the goals and value of VSM do not depend on BST being a nonprofit.
The following table shows the relation of traditional VSM to BST.
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Traditional VSM Characteristics
Characteristics retained for LM 
Implementation at BST
1. Focus is on the customer and the value 
added
2. Conversation is generated by performing 
VSM
3. Current processes are documented and 
better understood
4. Sources of variation and areas for 
improvement are identified
V
5. Task times are listed for each task Not necessarily b
aThe check mark indicates a VSM characteristic that is applicable to BST, but that 
BST does not currently folly, explicitly perform or incorporate the characteristic.
b “Not necessarily” indicates a VSM characteristic that may or may not apply to BST, 
depending on the situation. The applicability of task times, VSM characteristic #5, is 
discussed in greater detail in earlier in this section.
Table 5-1: Traditional VSM Characteristics that are Applicable to BST
This table summarizes traditional VSM characteristics and shows how they are 
applicable to BST. The first four characteristics are directly applicable to BST, as 
discussed in the second column. The fifth characteristic, task times, will be useful to 
BST if task times can be determined.
5.4.2.1.2 Current state of BST 
BST processes were observed and information was gathered via interviews to 
better understand the current processes (BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004). 
How a payload goes from concept to operation is mostly unpublished and not 
publicly agreed to, although the people who perform the tasks know what needs to be
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done. The current state and processes grew out of the need to successfully develop 
payloads, which was the most urgent issue for BST. This section describes the 
current state of BST as of December 2003, as documented through interviews. My
conclusions are based on this state.
Payload concepts come from three areas: 1) commercial research; 2) pure 
engineering research; or 3) basic science research. The latter two categories can be 
either external or internal to BST. Interviewees stated that the majority of ideas are 
fostered by BST and come from commercial entities that would like to partner with 
BST or external engineering research contracts from groups such as NASA. The 
engineering research contracts are usually only for hardware development and BST 
may or may not be responsible for the payload’s operation or the scientific research. 
Ideas from commercial entities usually involve the full range of services that BST 
offers: payload development, design, testing and operation. The commercial entity 
and engineering research contracts usually bring in money or in-kind contributions to 
BST, whereas internal BST research does not bring in money directly, but does show 
that the Center is performing research. The marketing and business development 
staff is largely responsible for educating commercial customers and developing
research ideas in all three areas.
Payload ideas from all areas are initially screened by BST to determine 
whether the payload will be accepted by BST. Information to date indicates that 
sometimes management makes the decision, and sometime it is jointly made between 
management and senior staff. A variety of documented criteria is used to assess how 
well the proposed research will meet BST’s goals and capabilities and what the
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benefits are commercially, to the University, NASA and BST. The BST payload 
acceptance criteria are detailed in Appendix B. The criteria assess what the payload 
brings to the Center and the pros and cons of accepting a particular project. Once a 
payload is accepted by BST for design and/or development, BST’s management and 
senior staff convene a meeting. A payload team is formed to manage all aspects of 
the payload and responsibilities are assigned, such as engineering lead, operations 
lead and science lead. The payload development is then begun in earnest, with 
hardware and software being developed or modified, depending on the needs of the 
payload and what hardware and software currently exist.
The hardware and software are developed, built and tested at BST. Each 
payload is made to customer specifications and most of the assembly is done by 
hand, which resembles traditional craft production. BST has no Ford-like assembly 
line and is on the opposite end of the spectrum from traditional mass production. 
Interviews with BST management stated that BST typically manifests its payloads 
prior to the Critical Design Review (CDR). The software, which ideally has already 
been tested, is integrated into the hardware and then integrated testing commences. 
Once this is complete, mission simulations are begun. These simulate the mission 
conditions for both the hardware and the scientific experiment, as the scientific 
experiment is integrated into the payload at this time. Mission simulations are 
usually performed for at least one full mission duration, which means that the testing 
timeframe changes dramatically depending on the type of flight. Shuttle flights are 
typically 1-2 weeks, whereas ISS increments are 4-7 months.
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Once engineering and science testing is complete, the payload is prepared for 
shipping to Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in Florida, where the Space Shuttle is 
launched. Space life sciences payloads often require a late load onto the Space 
Shuttle and integration at KSC. A small group of people from BST accompanies the 
payload to KSC for pre-launch science integration, final testing and handover to the 
Shuttle operations team for integration into the Shuttle. After launch, the BST team
returns to Colorado.
The BST Operations team is responsible for developing on-orbit procedures, 
crew training and performing real-time mission operations while the payload is on the 
Space Shuttle and/or the ISS. NASA schedules crew training. Ideally, the crew 
training is performed on actual hardware, but training hardware may need to be used 
on occasion. Training may require travel to the astronauts’ location or the astronauts 
may come to Boulder. The Operations team does all commanding and running of 
procedures during the flight and is located in Boulder, Colorado, using a remote 
Payload Operations Control Center (POCC).
At landing, another small group of BST people is sent to KSC (or Dryden as 
an alternative landing site) to retrieve the payload, perform the post-mission 
checkout, and science retrieval. The people are chosen for payload retrieval based on 
their availability and experience with the payload. The payload, the science, and the 
team return to Colorado and the science samples and data are given to the appropriate 
person.
Interviewees stated that BST has historically performed science in house, but 
this has changed over time, as commercial science has increased (BioServe Space
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Technologies 2003-2004). BST has very little in-house science expertise at this time. 
Thus, the principal investigator, typically the customer and in charge of the science 
for the mission, is often outside of BST. Therefore, related ground-based research is 
not detailed here, since BST does not directly control this process. The science is 
represented in the value stream map (Figure 5-5) as a parallel line that runs along the 
entire payload process. The knowledge and expertise of the science team feeds into 
all portions of the process, but individual arrows feeding into each step are not shown
for diagram simplicity.
The administrative support of BST is ongoing during the payload process, but 
is not visible in the high-level value stream map. This is due to the unique nature of 
administration only affecting the process at several points, such as purchasing plane 
tickets for travel and tracking purchases. As necessary, the administrative process 
should be documented and incorporated into the detailed value stream maps. Most of 
the products and services that the administrative group provides are based on 
information flow. This makes value stream mapping somewhat more challenging, 
since it is mostly information and not material flow.
Figure 5-5 shows the VSM that has been created to fit the needs and 
information structure of BST. This is the first time that a VSM has been created for 
BST. It can be seen that there are no times listed for any step. To list such times 
would not be realistic now, based on task time variation and process implementation 
variation. The information and hardware/software flow are identical in this VSM. 
The information and the hardware/software primarily flow forward in the diagram, 
but both are involved in the feedback loops, as there can be multiple iterations for a
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certain step, e.g., if further design or testing is needed, and sometimes both 
information and material may be returned for rework. The iterative loops are not 
shown here for simplicity of the diagram.
The three task boxes, in the VSM of NASA required documentation, 
Operations Team, and Science Team occur in parallel to the other activities. Each of 
these boxes is shown on a parallel line to the other parts of the payload process, since 
all of these tasks are interdependent with other parts of the payload process. 
Individual arrows from the boxes representing NASA required documentation, the 
Operations Team, and the Science Team into each payload development activity are 
not shown, in order to keep the diagram readable. These three activities continue 
throughout the payload process and end at the Post-Mission Activities task.
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A variety of subprocesses occur in addition to the high level process shown in 
Figure 5-5. For example, specific testing processes occur between the Test Readiness 
Review (TRR) and the Bench Review (BR). These testing subprocesses are detailed 
in Figure 5-6, per interviews with the testing group (BioServe Space Technologies 
2003-2004).
Prior to TRR, the testing group is involved with the payload and helps create 
functional test plans, integrated test plans, and testing procedures. The testing group 
also creates ground support equipment (GSE) that is necessary for testing the payload
and the associated procedures.
Upon completion of the TRR, mission simulation and operations procedures 
are created. Then, mission simulations are performed; including engineering (dry) 
simulations, full science (wet) simulations, and science verification tests. There are 
several feedback loops, such as testing anomalies. When a testing anomaly occurs, it 
is documented, assigned to a person, and should be closed prior to flight. This is 
explicitly shown in Figure 5-6. The information and material flow is the same here, 
as almost all of the flow is information. The Operations team and the Science team 
continue to be involved with the mission simulations. The Operations team is 
learning how to control the payload and the Science team is involved with the full 
science simulation in particular and making sure the payload will meet the science 
objectives.
Many more processes occur as part of a payload development than can be 
shown in the high level VSM. Figure 5-6 shows how one portion of the process,
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mission simulations and testing, fits into the bigger process. BST should VSM the 
underlying processes and examine them for improvements.
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5.4.2.1.3 Ideal state
For BST, and the RPCs generally, there are constraints on creating future and 
ideal state maps, since NASA requires many reviews and detailed documentation. So 
unless NASA changes it requirements, these parts of the process cannot be 
streamlined by BST itself. However, BST, perhaps in conjunction with other RPCs, 
can collaborate with NASA to streamline the process.
Ideal state maps are not shown at this time, since NASA is in turmoil, and 
standard processes still need to be better defined and in greater detail, in order for 
these maps to be created. As NASA’s direction becomes clearer and BST processes 
are better documented and understood, it is recommended that BST create future and 
ideal state maps, as part of their implementation of LM.
5.4.2.1.4 Future state
The creation of future state maps is left to the organization, as the current state 
map shown in Figure 5-5, cannot be more Lean without a reduction in the NASA 
requirements for documentation and reviews.
5.4.3 Flow
The flow of value within BST is fairly continuous, but could be improved. 
Value flows as long as parts are available and the payload is accessible. If a 
subsystem is waiting for parts and the value add is delayed, there are usually tasks 
that can be completed on other subsystems in the meantime. BST employees are
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currently encouraged to complete tasks as possible and not be too rigid in the order 
that tasks are completed, except when the order is dictated by the payload.
There are times when certain steps cannot be done because a part has not 
arrived yet or a prior step has not yet been completed and this is where the flow needs 
to be improved. One technique that can assist flow is just in time (JIT) delivery. JIT 
helps ensure that parts are delivered exactly when they are needed. The risk of not 
having parts on hand is high, since this can delay the completion of the payload and it 
is reasonable to keep some strategic inventory of commonly used parts, as BST 
currently does. However, many of the payload parts are custom made and the quicker 
these parts can be delivered, i.e. JIT, the quicker the payload can be built. Parts are 
needed at different times during the build and if a part is on the critical path, it may be 
necessary to have delivery shortly before it is utilized. This is to ensure that the part 
is delivered, meets the specifications, and does not delay the critical path. JIT still 
functions in this scenario, as the part should be produced quickly, delivered when the 
customer wants it, and if the part does not meet the specifications, it can be quickly 
resolved. JIT for custom parts generally requires that suppliers be Lean also. This is 
an area where BST can partner with its suppliers to eliminate waste across multiple 
organizations.
Cellular flow, another tool for improvement, helps eliminate waste by 
reducing the movement of parts around the building and reducing the movement of 
people. Cellular flow designs work areas to minimize distances traveled, by people 
and parts. While the payloads do not move much, which is good, the people often 
have to walk long distances to gather parts. The actual distances traveled within BST
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may be smaller than for a large production plant, since the physical location of BST is 
smaller, but the distance traveled is still significant both physically and 
psychologically. There is the perception that parts are far away and walking to 
different areas of the building to find parts (or people) is tedious and time consuming. 
BST has undertaken actions to consolidate the areas where items are stored and 
utilized. When a flight payload is on deadline and parts are not at hand, then 
someone must go find the part in another area of the building. By moving parts 
closer together and locating people closer together, the waste of people traveling long 
distances would be reduced. The techniques of JIT and cellular flow are similar to 
project management techniques, which manage order delivery and resource (time, 
people) utilization.
The recommendation is to manage part ordering and delivery better; prioritize 
tasks and machine usage; and locate people and parts physically close. BST has 
already begun to address these issues.
5.4.4 Pull
BST does a fairly good job of pull now, as most products and services are 
produced to satisfy a particular customer’s request. Few items are created first and 
then a customer found who is interested in purchasing the product. Part of the pull 
system is inherent in BST’s organization. They depend on industry partners for 
funding and it is therefore in BST’s best interest to create products that their 
customers want. An excellent example of pull at BST is when a customer and BST 
jointly decide on a project, and only then is the product produced.
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There is a small element of push at BST, as there are two stock payload shells 
that are used. The interiors of the shells are customized to individual customers 
though and the shells are versatile, which allows for more pull.
Under the current system, no modifications are needed to implement pull at 
BST. The market for space research is relatively small due to high costs and long 
lead times, despite efforts by NASA and the RPCs to increase interest. Thus pushing 
products onto the market is risky, even if the products are versatile. BST should 
continue to make sure they create what the customer wants, deliver value from the 
customer’s perspective and look for new opportunities for pull. Utilizing customer 
satisfaction as a metric will help keep BST in touch with its customers. BST should 
continue to create products on demand and not move towards a system of creating 
products and pushing them onto customers.
5.4.5 Perfection
No modifications to LM need to be made to pursue perfection at BST. 
However, BST will need to continuously make improvements and understand this is 
more than a one-time exercise. The recommendations and metrics outlined in 
Chapter 7 provide guidelines for BST, and other NOPOs, to implement LM.
5.5 Summary
Changes at NASA and BST should be taken into consideration prior to 
implementing the recommendations in this chapter, as changes may have occurred 
since the completion of this research. The principles of LM should be applicable
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regardless of NASA’s direction, but the goals of BST may change, in which case the
value stream would need to be re-evaluated. An analysis of the problems and
12challenges at BST was performed, from observations and interviews .
5.5.1 BST Challenges
As BST grew from a very small organization of three people creating simple 
payloads, formal or standard processes were not part of payload process. This 
remains true now, as standard processes for developing payloads have not been 
instituted. Standard processes, i.e. standard work, are a fundamental element of LM 
and should be public and agreed to by all employees.
Variation in the tasks being performed for each payload makes it more 
challenging to define what the standard processes should be. A reflight payload 
usually takes less time to prepare for flight as compared to creating a completely new 
payload, since some of the development and testing has already been done and 
documented. However, an organization must be careful not to ignore any changes 
that have been made to the software, hardware or customer requirements for a 
reflight.
When using value stream mapping as part of LM, analyzing how time is 
spent, i.e. value added, non-value added, or non-value added but necessary activities, 
is an integral part of the tool. The variation in how payloads are prepared for flight 
and the lack of detailed historical documentation has resulted in a situation where the 
average times for each payload development task are extremely difficult to determine, 
thereby making the assessment of how time is spent on the payload equally difficult.
12 The BST data reflects the organization’s status as of December 2003.
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An additional BST complication is the multiple value streams and values 
being provided to the various stakeholders. The most prominent secondary value 
stream is education. Education is not directly written into the mission or vision of 
BST and currently is not mandated explicitly by NASA’s Space Product 
Development division (SPD). It is recognized at BST that education is important, 
especially since it is housed within a university, and that education is the students’ 
priority. In addition to having multiple value streams, the value-added purposes do 
not always align. For example, sometimes there are conflicts between the primary 
BST purpose and working students’ schedules and needs. Usually, the students make 
time to complete their work and occasionally BST staff picks up the slack, such as 
when an incomplete payload needs to be delivered close to class finals.
5.5.2 BST Conclusions and Recommendations
The analysis of the interview and observation data shows that LM is 
applicable, in a modified version, to BST and that being a nonprofit does not affect 
the applicability of LM. None of BST’s characteristics, such as being a one-off 
production organization or a nonprofit, preclude using LM in these environments.
The goals of LM, such as emphasis on the customer, elimination of waste, and 
efficient resource usage as measured by value adding activities, apply to BST with no 
changes necessary and complement the strengths of BST.
The LM customer emphasis is a good guide for an organization, especially 
one such as BST, where there are multiple value streams and stakeholders. The goals 
of the organization and the value being provided must remain clear, and all
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employees should understand what the value is. LM provides a lens for learning and 
remembering what adds value and who the customer is. This does not mean that 
other stakeholders should be ignored, but by recognizing both the customer and other 
stakeholders, goals can be aligned among all people.
Because LM is applicable, recommendations for BST were created.
1. BST management should learn about LM and decide if LM should be 
implemented.
2. Standard processes and documentation should be implemented and enforced.
3. Failures and problems should be consistently documented, analyzed and feed 
back into improvements.
4. Accurate data on the payload development, including labor and parts costs, 
should be gathered.
5. Create more detailed value stream maps, including future and ideal states, and 
build on what is documented by this research.
6. Perform kaizens to implement improvements.
7. Keep all employees motivated, empowered and engaged in the process of 
change.
The first step of LM implementation is that LM principles should be 
understood and adopted by BST management. Then, LM training for BST employees 
should be offered, in order to engage and teach the employees about LM. Then 
various LM tools, such as value stream mapping, should be used. A VSM shows 
where kaizens should be done and visually summarizes the current process. VSM
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shows where the organization wants to go, through future and ideal state maps. VSM 
should be done in its modified version, as detailed in Section 5.4.2.1.1.
Another part of using LM at BST involves implementing standard processes 
and documentation, recommendation one, including defining and recording problems 
and failures. This is currently not consistently done at BST, which makes it difficult 
to learn from past mistakes and to evaluate and enhance the value provided to the 
customer. The definition, documentation, understanding and resolution of the root 
causes of problems and failures must be done. Standard processes and documentation 
will assist with employee training and retention of corporate knowledge, since as- 
built lists will be readily available and will be in writing, so if someone leaves the 
organization, historical records are still available within the organization. Standard 
processes will also assist with tracking and comparing labor and parts costs by
standardizing tasks.
As standard processes are put into place, summaries of processes and 
information on where to find the processes should be accessible to all current 
employees and be given to all new employees. This will help information flow, 
which is part of LM principle three - Flow. Providing manuals with information will 
speed training new employees and helping them learn about the organization. This 
will reduce errors and make the people more effective sooner.
Standard processes should be part of providing a high quality product to the 
customer. Too often, documentation does not occur, and the lack of documentation is 
overlooked and not enforced at BST. The best processes are useless if they are not 
utilized. Processes should be reviewed and revised, as necessary, and standard
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processes should not be cumbersome, but should be free of waste. The goal is to 
build in quality the first time, so as to reduce and eliminate rework, and for 
employees to have individual responsibility for their work. Documentation is part of 
doing quality work, although documentation should not cause undue burden. The 
expectation of following processes, including documentation, should be explicit and 
enforced at BST. An example of standard processes would be to set entry and exit 
criteria for milestone decisions, such as PDR, CDR, etc. Sample criteria can be found 
in Appendix E.
As part of standard processes, the proper legacy reviews should be in place. 
(Legacy is analogous to heritage, meaning inherited or previously developed 
hardware and/or software.) This is important when dealing with reflight payloads or 
modifications of previously flown payloads. Legacy reviews ensure that changes to 
hardware, software, flight environment, or customer requirements are recognized and 
adequately addressed as part of the payload preparation for flight.
Value stream mapping implementation should be customized. If it is not 
possible to initially map at a level of detail that allows times to be assigned to each 
task, this is acceptable. The first step is to map the process. There may be situations 
where the process being mapped is not conducive to noting task times. VSM should 
not be avoided just because times cannot be assigned to each task. It is quite valuable 
to do VSMs at any level possible within an organization.
Payloads should be divided into categories, based on the type of payload. 
Categorization will assist with payload risk management, as well as VSM. The three 
major categories are:
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• New -  all new, unique, hardware, software and/or experimental 
protocol
• Modified -  similar, but not identical to previously flown hardware, 
software and/or experimental protocol. The modified payload builds 
on previous experience.
• Reflight -  previously flown hardware, software and experimental 
protocol are being re-flown, usually to repeat the science or due to a 
failure in the original flight. The failure or problem is believed to have 
been resolved prior to the reflight, and resolving previous problems is 
typically the only change to the payload.
The three major categories of payloads listed above greatly differ in the 
amount of work that must be done before a payload is ready to fly and therefore 
influence the average phase time. By dividing payloads into families, average times 
can be gathered and calculated for different types of payloads. Payloads can also be 
subdivided further based on whether they are flying on the Shuttle or the ISS. Any of 
the three categories of payloads discussed above can fly on either the Shuttle or the 
ISS. The benefits of gathering, tracking and analyzing average times are better 
planning and forecasting when deciding what payloads to take on. It is difficult to 
accurately bid for projects when there is little to no historical data on labor and parts
costs.
The risk of a payload also can be partially assessed by the category of 
payload. These categories progress from most risk to least risk. Dividing payloads
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into categories may make it easier to determine standard processes and flows for each 
category of payload, e.g., the level of design review or qualification testing required. 
Reflight payloads can utilize lessons learned and may be able to skip steps in the 
process because the steps have already been completed or do not need. Without 
knowing the average time that it takes to prepare a payload and experiment for 
launch, it is difficult to accurately assess the risks that a launch deadline presents. 
Since BST works on a fixed deadline that they cannot change, i.e. the launch date, 
payloads have little schedule room to slip. Sometimes NASA will move a launch 
deadline, which usually provides more time for a payload to be prepared. However, 
with no control over this, BST cannot plan on schedule slips. Thus, each payload 
must be carefully assessed when being selected for development, and during 
development, process risk should be continually assessed. A risk management plan 
is often used to accomplish these tasks. Each category of payload (new, modified, or 
reflight and Shuttle or ISS) should have similar times for average tasks, since the 
required reviews are usually consistent throughout a category.
When changes are made in a for-profit organization, it is important to 
document how the changes affect the profit. Since BST is a nonprofit, a profit proxy 
needs to be developed that will act as a driver to reduce costs (as profit does) and also 
to measure how value is delivered to customers.
LM measures need fulfillment through the value added for the customer. 
Thus, a metric was developed to act as profit proxy and measure BST’s value add. 
This metric is efficiency, defined as:
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Percent Efficiency = ____________Value add Time_______________ x 100%
Total Time (Value add time + non-value add time 
+ non-value add but necessary time)
(The value added is defined by the customer, i.e. is this activity or action something 
the customer would pay for.) This metric measures items that are commonly 
measured as a part of VSM, but there is not an official name for the equation. The 
introduction of efficiency as a profit proxy is original. Efficiency can be measured 
for the organization as a whole or used to measure subprocesses.
By emphasizing value added activities, BST will improve in a variety of areas, 
such as quality. For example, payload quality is important to the customer and often 
rework is needed to achieve quality that is acceptable to the customer. Reworking a 
payload is non-value add for the customer, since it was not done correctly the first 
time, and takes additional resources to do. If BST focuses on adding value for the 
customer, then minimizing or eliminating rework is a goal and this goal will lead to 
better initial quality of products created. The value that is added for the customer 
drives BST to be efficient in all areas of their organization.
Another metric that should be considered in conjunction with the efficiency 
metric is organizational effectiveness. This equation was developed as part of the 
research on LM.
Organizational Effectiveness = Customer Satisfaction x Efficiency
The organizational effectiveness metric has no units and functions as a ratio. 
The range for this metric is 0-900%. The range for customer satisfaction is 1-9 and
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the range for efficiency is 0-100%. The key to this metric is being able to reliably and 
consistently measure customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction should be 
measured without adding undue burden to either the supplier or the customer.
Customer feedback is key to understanding how well an organization is 
actually providing customer value. Criteria for customer satisfaction have been 
further developed in section 7.3 and as a survey template in Appendix F. The 
importance of customer satisfaction and understanding what the customer needs 
cannot be overstated, as the customer is the emphasis of LM. The goal is to create 
customer pull of products, and this is accomplished by understanding the customer’s 
desires and needs.
Customer satisfaction is typically measured using the Likert scale: “A scale in 
which the respondent specifies a level of agreement or disagreement with statements 
that express a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the concept under study” 
(Quirk's 2004). The typical scale for this is 1-5 or 1-9. It is suggested that BST uses 
the nine point scale, in order to gather more detailed data from its customers. A 
customer survey, utilizing the Likert scale, gathers the customer’s opinions on topics 
that may not be reflected in the product specifications13. For example, determining 
whether a customer knew whom to contact for specific questions if there were 
multiple points of contact, or determining if the customer was satisfied with the level 
of facilities provided for experimental set-up. An example of a survey question 
utilizing the Likert scale is:
13 A customer survey example was created and is in Appendix F.
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Question: “I was satisfied with the quality of experimental facilities 
provided.”
I 2\ 4 5: (> 7 8! 9
Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
Table 5-2: Likert Scale
These metrics are incorporated into the metrics list in Chapter 7.3. The other 
metrics listed in Chapter 7 also apply to BST, but are not individually listed here 
since all metrics apply to the NOPOs discussed in this research.
The education and the value provided to the students should be explicitly 
noted as part of BST, in order to clarify who the customer is and how the stakeholders 
fit into the organization’s value add activities. While this research does not lead to a 
recommendation that education necessarily becomes the primary value stream, the 
juncture of providing full service access to space, which is said to be BST’s primary 
purpose, with education should be explicitly addressed. The role of students within 
BST should be clarified and students as stakeholders in BST’s success should be
explicitly recognized.
Having a wide variety of stakeholders and value streams makes the 
organization more complex and complicates improvement efforts. When 
improvements are made in one area of the organization, they should not be 
detrimental to other areas of the organization. All stakeholders should be considered 
when assessing how to streamline the organization and how to best deliver value to
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the customer. While delivering value to the customer, finding ways to align all 
stakeholders’ interests will allow the organization to run more smoothly14.
A highly educated workforce is often present in university environments and 
this should be taken into account when implementing change and LM. Employees 
who understand and are involved in the change process, are often more receptive to 
change and bring their expertise to changes. The people who actually perform the 
processes can bring ideas and knowledge that management does not always have. 
BST employees are used to freedom and creativity in the payload process. This 
should not be stifled, as these are two of the essential characteristics of the 
organization.
The flexibility of a one-off production organization should be retained, while 
still having standard processes in place. Flexibility and adaptability is one of the 
hallmarks and selling points for BST, and some other NOPOs, so instituting standard 
work and processes should not eliminate, but should promote flexibility and short 
response times. However, short response times should not jeopardize the quality of a 
project either. The risks must be known and the level of risk accepted consciously.
While analyzing the cultural and organizational issues is outside the scope of 
this research, they cannot be ignored. They do affect the organization and are an 
important counterpart to the conclusions and research presented here. The 
organizational culture and values are the domain of BST management and may affect 
how LM should be implemented. For example, the NASA culture is addressed in the 
Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) report and by a subsequent outside
14 Further information on aligning stakeholders’ interests and assessing multiple value streams, 
especially at an enterprise level, can be found in the works of Murman, et al. and Hallam (Hallam 
2003a, b, c; Murman 2002b).
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consultant study (Behavioral Science Technology 2004; Gehman Jr. 2003). It was 
determined that the culture of NASA was not entirely conducive to their mission and 
that the culture did impact the events that led to the Columbia loss, possible as much 
as the technical proximate cause.
Not every LM tool has been discussed in detail here, due to the newness of 
LM to BST and other RPCs. By implementing the appropriate suggestions emanating 
from this research and learning more about LM, BST and other organizations will 
position themselves for continued growth and streamlining. In the future, other LM 
tools can be used as needed. It should be noted that LM does not mean stripping 
resources to the bone: It means working smarter and being responsive to the 
customer. This is important for RPCs, and for BST in particular as it grows and 
evolves.
These suggestions for implementing LM at BST will be evaluated by BST 
management and the management will make the final decision on implementation. 
The purpose of this research is not to implement LM, but to determine whether LM 
can be used for an organization such as BST. It turns out that LM is applicable with 
some modifications, as have been discussed. It is believed that BST must adapt to a 
changing environment and LM is a proven way to retain the organization’s best 
characteristics and increase efficiency.
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Chapter 6: Comparative Organizations
There are a variety of other NOPOs that build space payloads, in addition to 
BST. There are fourteen other RPCs as of 2003, and there are nonprofit organizations 
that are not RPCs, but that do build Shuttle and/or ISS payloads. Several of these 
organizations are discussed below to analyze whether BST is a representative model 
for this research and how the payload process and value stream may differ among 
different organizations.
6.1 Methods
Several organizations that develop payloads were chosen to compare to BST. 
These organizations were selected by their location, payload experience and 
willingness to participate in the research. The organizations selected were the 
Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP); the Colorado Space Grant 
Consortium (CSGC) located at the University of Colorado, Boulder; and other RPCs.
Research on the types of payloads developed by different organizations was 
completed. Then the organizations were approached to participate in this research. 
Those that choose to participate were then interviewed and/or observed to learn about 
their payload development process and their value stream. The same consent forms 
and questions were used as those for BST (detailed in Chapter 4).
Input on an organization’s value stream was solicited, resulting in the VSMs 
that are shown in the following chapter. The comparison organizations’ VSMs were
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then compared to the VSM for BST. Similarities and differences were examined and 
discussed with interviewees, which are detailed later in this chapter.
6.2 Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics
The Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP) is a nonprofit 
organization located at the University of Colorado, Boulder. Its mission, goals, and 
value stream are discussed below.
6.2.1 Mission
“LASP’s vision is to achieve world-leadership status in identifying and addressing 
the key questions in planetary, atmospheric, and space sciences. We seek to 
continuously maintain and improve our capability to pursue these questions using 
experimental, laboratory, theoretical, and information systems approaches. We 
are dedicated to building and maintaining a unique synergism of expertise in 
space science, engineering, and spacecraft operations. Through out projects, we 
participate strongly in the training of the future leaders of space research and we 
help the University of Colorado to educate students with valued technical and 
scientific skills. The progressive development and use of innovative technologies 
and continuing participation in new research initiatives will help ensure a strong 
leadership role for LASP into the 21st century” (Laboratory for Atmospheric and 
Space Physics 2002).
6.2.2 Goal
“This is LASP's goal: to make discoveries through the research and 
technology efforts of our atmospheric, space physics, solar/terrestrial physics, 
planetary, engineering, and mission operations divisions” (Laboratory for 
Atmospheric and Space Physics 2004a).
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6.2.3 Value Stream
LASP combines the education of students with research in space, as evidenced 
by their mission and goal statements. They create a variety of payloads and satellites 
and not all payloads fly on the Space Shuttle or the ISS. The comparison here will 
focus on those payloads that are developed for the Shuttle or ISS, since they are most
similar to those of an RPC.
The Mechanics of Granular Materials (MGM) payload has been flown several 
times on the Space Shuttle: STS-79 (1996), STS-89 (1998), and STS-107 (2003).
This experiment examines the properties of cohesionless granular materials and how 
gravity affects their constitutive behavior (Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space 
Physics 2004b).
The general process for MGM is similar to that for BST payload development. 
The reviews required are the same and the timeframe for developing and flying 
payloads is similar. For the STS-107 flight of MGM, the timeframe was 
approximately three years from the design review to the actual launch (Laboratory for 
Atmospheric and Space Physics 2003a). This timeframe was longer than originally 
anticipated as the STS-107 launch was delayed multiple times. This flight of MGM 
was a reflight, so the payload was not being created from scratch, which led to some 
reviews being unnecessary or previously completed for prior flights. This is similar 
to BST in that payloads may be reflown with minor changes to the payload.
The value stream for MGM is almost identical to that of BST, with the 
exception of when the payload is manifested. MGM sometimes manifests later that 
BST in the payload process: after the CDR. Some of the MGM flights were
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manifested before the CDR, which is represented by dotted lines to the “manifest 
payload” box in the VSM. No LM modifications are needed to create a VSM 
(Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics 2003a). This current state value 
stream is shown in Figure 6-1.
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6.3 Colorado Space Grant Consortium
Colorado Space Grant Consortium (CSGC) is a nonprofit organization that is 
jointly funded by government, industry and academia in order to develop the 
aerospace workforce. The education of students is foremost and the students are the 
primary customers. The students work on real payloads and projects, but the research 
done is a side-benefit of the hands-on experience and education that the students 
receive. Other stakeholders for CSGC are NASA, industry, the US Air Force and the 
universities. However, these are secondary to the students. CSGC is not a RPC.
The member universities of CSGC want to develop students for careers in 
aerospace fields and are located throughout Colorado. The four member universities 
are: University of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado State University at Fort Collins, 
Colorado State University at Pueblo, and the US Air Force Academy. The University 
of Colorado at Boulder is the lead university for the consortium.
According to the CSGC web page, the mission and goals of the consortium 
fall into three areas: research, teaching, and outreach (Colorado Space Grant 
Consortium 2004a).
The research focus is described as:
“CSGC provides its students with hands on experience in designing, flying, 
building, operating, and analyzing real space engineering and science 
experiments. Students have the opportunity to participate in all experiment 
phases from initial concept through analysis of the data to the publication of the 
results. NASA provides regular flight opportunities for small Space Grant 
experiments on balloons, on rockets, on the Shuttle and on small satellites. About 
one flight per year is planned” (Colorado Space Grant Consortium 2004a).
The teaching focus is described as:
“A wide range of educational opportunities are offered at CSGC campuses 
throughout Colorado. At four consortium campuses, the CSGC supports and
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sponsors undergraduate curriculum with general space education at the freshman 
and sophomore level. Upper division courses, such as, Advanced Spacecraft 
Design, Space Life Sciences, and Space Policy are offered at the University of 
Colorado, at Boulder, and both CU-Boulder and the Colorado State University in 
Fort Collins offer Space Studies and Space Science as minors” (Colorado Space 
Grant Consortium 2004a).
The outreach focus is described as:
“The Outreach Program at CSGC focuses on making students aware that pursuing 
a higher education in space science and engineering is within their reach. The 
statewide outreach network branches out to Colorado students and the public 
through programs at the fifteen CSGC member institutions. The Space Grant 
Satellite mission, called the Citizen Explorer, is designed to involve and inspire 
K-12 students and teachers. We encourage participation by schools across 
Colorado, the US and the World. Other Outreach programs include resource 
materials, K-12 teacher programs, mentoring programs, and a speakers bureau.
The CSGC also supports High School Summer Honors and Young Scholars 
sessions, science fairs, and existing student space science and engineering interest 
groups” (Colorado Space Grant Consortium 2004a).
Their research, teaching and outreach focuses describe the blend of education 
with research and how payload development fits. Even though payload development 
is not the primary purpose of the organization, the payloads are an important part of 
CSGC and the relation to the value stream is discussed below.
The University of Colorado Boulder is the focal point for the consortium. The 
portion of CSGC located at the University of Colorado, Boulder, was utilized as a 
comparison organization since it deals with students (as do all CSGC schools) and 
develops payloads for the Shuttle and ISS. The consortium programs are funded by 
similar entities, although the specific projects may vary from school to school. The 
rules and regulations for consortium members are the same. Thus, reviewing the 
program at the University of Colorado, Boulder, gives a representative sample of 
CSGC members. It will be referred to from here forward as CSGC Boulder.
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6.3.1 Value Stream
The main difference between BST and CSGC Boulder is the primary 
customer. For BST, the primary customer is the principal investigator and/or the 
organization that has requested the payload. For CSGC Boulder, the primary 
customer is the student. At BST, the education and workforce development of 
students is a beneficial by-product of the payload processes, but is by no means the 
primary value stream. At CSGC Boulder, the students are the purpose of the 
organization and their education and development is paramount. If the payload 
works, then this is an additional benefit. The success of the CSGC projects does not 
necessarily determine the success of educating students.
The difference in primary customers is notable and affects the value stream 
mapping process. For BST, the payload creation and operation is the primary method 
of providing value to the customer, which includes full service access to space. 
Students and their education are noticeably absent from the BST primary value 
stream, which is shown in Figure 5-5. If a primary value stream map was created for 
CSGC Boulder, the student’s education and workforce development would be 
mapped and the student would define the value of the ultimate product.
The difference in primary customers between BST and CSGC does not make 
the VSM developed BST invalid for CSGC. Rather the BST VSM shows a 
secondary value stream for CSGC Boulder, payload development, and not the CSGC 
primary value stream, students. Since the focus of this research is on improving the 
payload process, the VSM for CSGC Boulder students will not be shown here. 
However, this is an area that future research should explore. By mapping the
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education of students for CSGC, a VSM of a secondary value stream for RPCs would
most likely be created.
The payload process value stream is shown in Figure 6-2 for CSGC Boulder, 
but is only shown as a secondary value stream and mainly applies to payloads being 
flown on the Shuttle and/or ISS. The main differences between the CSGC Boulder 
secondary value stream and the main value stream for RPCs are: the requirements 
definition, formation of the operations and science teams, and required NASA 
documentation occur after the CoDR; the payload is not manifested by CSGC 
Boulder; and there is no bench review. Other payloads (non-Shuttle or ISS) 
developed by CSGC Boulder may compress the payload value stream shown in 
Figure 6-2 and some steps may not be necessary. Eliminating steps from the value 
stream map does not reduce its usefulness, as long as the steps are evaluated carefully
before being removed.
In the case of CSGC Boulder, BST is not an exact representative model, due 
to the differences in primary customers. The payload value stream, conclusions and 
recommendations made for BST are still applicable to CSGC Boulder for the Shuttle 
and ISS payloads, but the recommendations must be taken in the context of students 
as the primary customer. The implementation of any recommendations and LM for 
CSGC would focus on students as the primary customer and other groups, such as 
NASA SPD, only as stakeholders.
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6.4 Center for Commercial Applications of Combustion in Space
The Center for Commercial Applications of Combustion in Space (CCACS) is 
an RPC that is located in Golden, Colorado and is housed within the Colorado School 
of Mines.
6.4.1 Mission
“The mission of CCACS is to conduct research and educate students in 
combustion or related scientific areas, with a special focus on that research where 
the results can be applied to the development of commercial products and 
processes, where the research can benefit from the unique properties of space, and 
where the research addresses NASA's priorities in exploring space” (Center for 
Commercial Applications of Combustion in Space 2003a).
It should be noted that the CCACS mission statement, as presented on their 
website, does explicitly address the education of students. Some of the RPCs do 
address educating students and some do not in their mission statements. There is no 
explicit goal statement for CCACS, although their website discusses the importance 
of their research and the need for space (Center for Commercial Applications of 
Combustion in Space 2003a).
The mission of CCACS combines space research with the education of 
students, similar to LASP’s mission statement. This creates a focus on payload 
development for value stream mapping since this is how value is delivered to 
customers and students are educated.
6.4.2 Value Stream
CCACS’s value stream for the payload process is almost identical to BST’s. 
The only minor difference is when the payload is manifested. CCACS prefers to
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manifest their payloads just before the CoDR, so appropriate staffing and planning 
can be done. This difference is due to how the RPC manages its payloads and how 
many payloads are being worked on at once. CCACS tends to have fewer projects (1 
or 2) being worked on in parallel than BST. With the exception of the payload 
manifesting, the remainder of the map remains the same for CCACS when compared 
with the BST VSM. It should be noted the crew training is part of Operations, as it is 
for BST, thus it is not directly stated on the VSM.
CCACS does have similar challenges as BST when attempting to place 
average times to the value stream map. At this time, CCACS does not have average 
task times, due to process variations. Depending on the size and complexity of the 
project, the times for each phase and tasks in each phase vary greatly. There is the 
inherent uncertainty with space research, as launch deadlines do slip.
The value stream map for CCACS is shown on the next page, Figure 6-3.
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6.5 Other RPCs
There are a total of fifteen research partnership centers throughout the 
US as of January 200415. All of the RPCs were contacted for information on their 
processes. Some RPCs declined to participate or did not respond to inquiries. Those 
RPCs that participated in the research are discussed below.
The Imaging Technology Space Center (ITSC) is located at Florida Atlantic 
University in Boca Raton, FL. ITSC is currently developing a high-resolution camera 
for space applications. Their processes are relatively simple, as they only have one 
payload being developed at this time, which means all resources can focus on this 
payload. Their high level payload process is similar to BST’s, as the reviews are the 
same and occur at similar points in the value stream (Imaging Technology Space 
Center 2004b). The value stream for ITCS is shown in Figure 6-4.
The Solidification Design Center (SDC) is located at Auburn University in 
Auburn, Alabama. SDC focuses on several research areas, including thermophysical 
property measurements and data, and the effects of gravity on metal casting 
(Solidification Design Center 2004b). Their payload process and value stream is 
similar to BST’s. The reviews are the same, although they manifest their payloads 
later in the process than BST; the payload is manifested after the Critical Design 
Review. Their payload is manifested later partly due to the complexity of the payload 
and the time that is needed to complete that payload after CDR, so manifesting after 
the CDR works well for the development timeframe. The value that SDC provides is 
the commercial interest and the link between NASA SPD and the casting industry
15 A complete list of RPCs can be found in Appendix D.
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(Solidification Design Center 2004a). The hardware is a means to providing this 
value, as it is for BST. The value stream for SDC is shown in Figure 6-4.
6.5.1 Value Stream
The value stream for RPCs that develop payloads appears to be very similar to 
that of BST, based on interviews and observation. The overall process and required 
NASA reviews are the same. Several centers did mention in interviews that the 
NASA reviews were cumbersome and that the timeline to develop a payload was too 
long, due to the reviews and required documentation (Sampson 2003). Based on 
these comments, it seems that if NASA can make its process for the RPCs Leaner, 
then there will be significant benefits for the organizations that build payloads for 
NASA.
The value stream map for RPCs that develop payloads is shown in Figure 13. 
The “Manifest payload” box is shown with dotted lines to various points in the 
process. This is because different centers manifest their payloads at different times in 
the process, depending how the center manages its payload process. How the process 
is managed does not change the process itself to create a payload. Depending on the 
timeframe for the payload’s development, some centers prefer to know earlier when 
their payload is going to fly and other centers prefer to have more work completed on 
the payload prior to manifesting.
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6.6 Comparisons and Findings
6.6.1 BST as a Representative Model
BST appears to be a representative model for groups that develop payloads for 
the Space Shuttle and ISS (Sampson 2003). These findings are based on interviews 
and observations of other organizations, such as LASP, CSGC and other RPCs 
(Center for Commercial Applications of Combustion in Space 2003b; Colorado Space 
Grant Consortium 2004b; Imaging Technology Space Center 2004b; Laboratory for 
Atmospheric and Space Physics 2003a; Solidification Design Center 2004a). The 
payload development process is similar across the organizations for payloads flying 
on the Shuttle or ISS. This is due to NASA imposing certain reviews and 
requirements that must be met in order to fly and a common model that has been 
developed in government and industry over the past fifty years.
It is not unexpected that BST is a representative model, especially considering 
the high level view (i.e. 10,000 ft view) that VSM was done at. If VSM was done at a 
lower, or more detailed level (i.e. 1,000 ft view), then it is expected that more 
difference between organizations would develop. During this research, it was not 
possible to perform VSM at a lower level for BST due to the lack of standard 
processes.
6.6.2 Similarities and Differences
There are only minor differences between the BST value stream and the value 
stream at other RPCs. The most noticeable difference is when the RPCs manifest
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their payload for flight. A payload is manifested when the RPC requests it. Different 
RPCs choose to manifest their payloads: from before the Conceptual Design Review
to after the Critical Design Review.
The timing for manifesting of a payload can be a double-edged sword. If a 
payload is manifested too early in the development process, it is possible that not all 
of the requirements are fully understood. However, if a payload is manifested too 
late, then the payload will be completed well before the launch date, causing the 
industry partner to wait for their research until the flight.
The timeframe for manifesting seems dependent on how many payloads a 
RPC develops simultaneously. Those RPCs that develop multiple payloads in 
parallel often have the flexibility to interchange manifested payloads. This allows the 
RPC to manifest payloads earlier in the process, since there is the opportunity to 
replace a payload that is not ready or whose requirements have changed with a 
payload that is ready to fly. RPCs with only one payload at a time in the development 
process are more constrained to meet the launch date and have few or no options for 
substituting payloads. Thus, RPCs with fewer concurrent payloads tend to manifest
later in the development process.
For the RPCs that were interviewed for this research, the payload is the 
primary means to providing value for the customer. While the payload itself may not 
be the primary value created, without the payload, no value is created for the 
customer. The value that most RPCs add is the access to space and the ability to 
perform microgravity experiments. Experimental data is part of the value, but is not 
the only value provided. Thus, the value stream map that was created for BST in
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Chapter 5 applies to the other RPCs, as shown in Figure 6-4. The only change is the 
dotted lines showing the varying location of the “Manifest payload” action.
Organizations that develop payloads but that are not RPCs, such as LASP and 
CSGC, have a similar process for developing payloads. While the primary value 
stream may be different for different organizations, i.e. payload development or 
students, the value stream for Shuttle or ISS payloads is remarkably similar. In the 
case of CSGC, the primary value stream is the education of students, with the payload 
being a secondary value stream. The tasks that must be completed for a Shuttle or 
ISS payload to be completed though are extremely similar and the BST VSM does 
apply to the CSGC payload value stream. The BST VSM is applicable to LASP. 
While the VSM does not apply to every project or satellite that LASP builds, those 
projects that fly on the Shuttle or ISS do have the same value stream as BST.
6.7 Summary
BST is a good case study, as it is representative of organizations that build 
payloads. The value stream map for BST is applicable beyond RPCs and includes 
other NOPOs that build payloads for the Shuttle and ISS (Sampson 2003). The 
modifications suggested for the BST VSM in Chapter 5 apply to the other 
organizations that might like to use the VSM tool.
While some of the RPCs do not currently build payloads, the conclusions of 
this research will be valuable if they do decide to build payloads. The general 
principles of LM apply to any NOPO that develops payloads and chooses to
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undertake LM, with the focus on the customer and eliminating waste in order to more
efficiently use resources.
Observations and interviews with various RPCs and other NOPOs have not 
revealed any reason why LM would not be applicable to these organizations. In fact, 
the similarities between BST and these organizations far outweigh the differences. 
Since each organization is unique, the culture and people of an organization must be 
accounted for when implementing change. Overall, the process for developing 
payloads and the associated value stream do not preclude the application of LM to 
any of these organizations.
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Chapter 7: LM Implementation for NOPOs
LM principles and tools are applicable beyond BST. Implementation of LM 
should increase efficiency, while retaining the flexibility and adaptability of 
organizations. Recommendations for implementing LM are detailed in this chapter. 
The most general LM ideas are discussed in section 7.1 - guidelines; with more 
specific details being discussed in sections 7.2 -  recommendations and 7.4 -  
roadmap. Section 7.3 introduces and discusses metrics that complement LM.
7.1 Guidelines
LM is applicable, with modifications, to NOPOs based on the BST case study 
(Chapter 5) and interviews with other organizations (Chapter 6). Since each RPC has 
its own culture, the management of each RPC should consider its culture and its 
employees before embarking on a LM journey. Cultures can vary in management 
styles, such as top down or a more egalitarian environment. The number of students 
or temporary employees that an organization employs may affect the culture and the 
need for buy-in with organizational changes. The implementation of LM should be 
done judiciously and with forethought to minimize disruption and obtain buy-in. This 
is the responsibility of each organization’s management, as no theory or research is a 
guaranteed solution for any organization’s problems.
Several overall guidelines should be kept in mind when implementing LM.
Creating VSMs, at varying levels of detail, is an excellent way for 
organizations to improve their processes. VSMs for current, future and ideal states 
should be created. This is a vital part of understanding the current state of processes,
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as well as starting the conversation for things to change. The discussion of how 
things are and what should be changed is the beginning of an LM journey. It is 
acceptable not to have task times when VSM is first performed. The important point
is that VSM is done.
A critical factor of standard processes is consistency of use. While great
processes may be written down, if not used regularly and compliance audited, the 
value of LM can be lost. LM uses standard processes to help ensure repeatability and 
reproducibility, while eliminating waste in the process. Also, standard processes lend 
themselves to employee training programs. If shortcuts are being taken, the shortcut 
must be examined to see if the process needs improvement. Too often steps are 
skipped or a shortcut is taken in the interest of meeting a deadline, sometimes raising 
the risk to the product or negatively impacting other parts of the organization.
The designation of an organization as nonprofit or for-profit does not 
affect the applicability of LM principles. All of the organizations evaluated in 
Chapter 5 and 6 are nonprofits. There are no indications from the data that being a 
nonprofit makes any LM principle irrelevant. The focus on the customer and 
elimination of non-value adding activities apply equally to a for-profit or nonprofit 
organization. LM tools, such as VSM, still apply and function the same way in a 
nonprofit. The main difference for nonprofits is how LM improvements can be 
measured. Dollars saved is an often used metric, but these dollars do not, of course, 
show in the “profits” for a nonprofit organization. Other measures, such as efficiency 
or effectiveness, are suggested for nonprofits measuring improvements. Metrics are 
discussed further in Chapter 7.3.
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Resilience and robustness should not be cut out of an organization when 
implementing LM. Resources should be kept at such a level as to maintain some 
buffer and the ability to adapt to rapidly changing environments and needs. The 
ability of RPCs to develop payloads quickly, in terms of a NASA timeframe, and to 
develop new technology for their customers is an advantage. While the NASA 
timeframe is still longer than many in industry would like, the affordable access to 
space that the RPCs offer is still difficult to come by in private industry.
Balance must be struck between useful and burdensome documentation. 
The schematic graph in Figure 7-1 shows a comparison of BST, LASP and NASA 
and how their current status compares to an ideal balance of documentation and value 
add. The graph is notional and the curve height is qualitatively related to the 
monetary size of a typical project. There are costs associated with documentation and 
standard processes and up to a point, these activities add value by minimizing rework 
and creating historical records. However, excessive documentation requirements 
(which generate non-value add but necessary tasks) eventually reduces the value.
It can be seen that BST and LASP could use increased documentation 
(BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004; Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space 
Physics 2003a). There is a belief that the current level of NASA required 
documentation is too much, based on interviews, as this is represented in the figure 
(BioServe Space Technologies 2003-2004; Center for Commercial Applications of 
Combustion in Space 2003b; Imaging Technology Space Center 2004b; Sampson 
2003; Solidification Design Center 2004a). The curves and the placement of current
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and desired organizational positions are approximate and are based on observations 
and interviews (Sampson 2003).
Processes & Procedures 
Cost
Figure 7-1: Value versus Documentation
This figure represents the relation of value to documentation; processes and 
procedures; and cost. The value on the y-axis represents the value of the payload (as 
defined by the customer) and notionally reflects the worth of adding cost to increase 
probability of mission success. The organizational denominators refer to the whole 
organizations, e.g. BST, LASP and NASA. Organizations desire to find the balance 
between value added and documentation, processes, and cost. As documentation, 
processes, and cost are added to a payload, these items will stop adding value for the 
customer, which represents the downside of the curves.
The proper balance of documentation and processes needs to be assessed by 
each organization and by each project. There is not a certain point for every 
organization where value begins to decrease.
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7.2 Recommendations
The recommendations below, which are more specific than the guidelines, can 
be tailored to each individual organization. These recommendations are fundamental 
to LM and will generally assist the organization with LM implementation. The 
recommendations are:
1. Train all management and employees in LM (at an appropriate level).
2. Formulate, implement and audit standard processes and documentation.
3. Consistently define, analyze to root cause, document failures and problems,
and feed back into improvements.
4. Gather and allocate accurate payload costs, such as labor and parts.
5. Create detailed value stream maps, including future and ideal states.
6. Perform kaizens to implement improvements.
7. Keep all employees motivated, empowered and engaged in the process of 
change.
8. Divide responsibilities according to employee skills and abilities, and manage 
resources.
9. Recognize and understand the organization’s culture.
Figure 7-2 shows the flow of these recommendations.
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Overall Recommendations that Occur in Parallel to Other 
Recommendations
7. Keep all 
employees 
motivated, 
empowered and 
engaged in the 
process of 
change.
8. Divide 
responsibilities 
according to 
employee skills 
and abilities, and 
manage 
resources.
9. Recognize and 
understand the 
organization's 
culture.
LM Implementation Recommendation Flow for Recommendations
One through Six
Figure 7-2: LM Implementation Recommendations
This process flow diagram shows how the high-level LM recommendations fit 
together, including feedback loops. These recommendations are not as specific as the 
roadmap developed in section 7.4.
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Failures and problems are inherent in any production environment. The goal 
is to minimize the occurrence and to not have the same problem happening again and 
again. By determining the root cause and applying corrective action via process 
improvement, reoccurrence of problems should decrease, thereby eliminating waste.
Accurate records of the costs to build payloads, or other projects, should be 
gathered. Knowing where resources are being spent will assist with managing current 
and future payloads.
All employees, including management, of an organization should be trained in 
LM at the beginning of the implementation. There are various levels of LM 
knowledge that different people need, so not every person will have the same 
training. It is important that every employee understand the basics of LM and that the 
LM implementation has management commitment (LEI 2003b). Part of training 
employees in LM should include providing manuals to all new employees and 
volunteers. This will assist with training and bringing new people quickly up to 
speed. Knowing what the standard processes are and where to find them will reduce 
errors and make new people effective sooner.
Value stream maps visually show how the processes actually work, which is 
often different from what is documented. The processes need to be understood and 
VSM generates discussion, as well as showing where improvements can be made. It 
is important that the people who perform the process are involved with VSM. These 
employees understand the process and what can be improved, in addition to 
improvement obstacles.
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Involving employees in VSM and encouraging input will assist with engaging 
and empowering employees. With clear processes, process owners can be identified, 
leading to increased ownership and responsibility by employees. Motivating 
employees can be difficult in times of change and having input and being involved in
the process is often helpful.
There are often more jobs than people in a small organization, so multi­
tasking is common. Multi-tasking is not inherently good or bad and should be 
tailored to the organization and the project. In some cases, former divisions of 
responsibility are no longer appropriate as the organization grows. For example, 
being both a project manager and a primary hardware developer does not always 
work well on complex projects. It may cause problems during development, as being 
a project manager is often a full time job, as is being a primary hardware developer. 
This has been documented in other organizations and projects, such as those 
described by Zak (2004). The resources of an organization, including its people, must 
be managed to meet deadlines and project requirements. Responsibilities should be 
divided and revisited as the organization changes.
The culture of an organization is relevant when implementing changes. The 
management of an organization is responsible for understanding its culture and taking 
this into account when deciding if LM is a good way to proceed. While this research 
demonstrates that LM is applicable and can be applied to NOPOs, there is no data yet
on LM success at RPCs.
Some indications that implementing LM will not work are: lack of 
management buy-in to LM; lack of organizational commitment to LM -  i.e. flavor of
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the month; no desire to make the customer the focus of the organization or let the 
customer define value. If the customer is not priority for an organization, then LM 
may not be the best choice for guiding improvements.
The recommendations discussed here provide a foundation for NOPOs 
looking to implement LM. The research on BST and other organizations demonstrate 
that LM principles are applicable to organizations beyond BST and there are only 
minor modifications necessary to do value stream mapping at NOPOs. VSMs should 
be completed by each organization, even though minor modifications are needed.
The recommendations in this section are more specific than the general guidelines, 
but are not as specific as the roadmap discussed in Chapter 7.4.
7.3 Metrics
Metrics are a way to measure certain activities and/or changes. Typically, a 
metric is a numeric figure that tracks how an activity changes over time, for better or 
for worse. There are metrics available for measuring every conceivable activity in an 
organization. However, it takes time to gather and analyze data, so one must measure 
only those activities that are important. What is important will vary from 
organization to organization.
The activity that is measured is often what people focus on, so metrics must 
be carefully chosen, in order to measure the proper items and create the proper 
incentives. For example, an organization wants to increase the number of widgets 
shipped per day. A metric is created to measure the number of widgets produced and 
is implemented. Over time, the number of widgets produced per day increases.
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However, the quality of the widgets decreases, so more widgets do not pass 
inspection, cannot be shipped, and are sent back for rework. According to the metric 
of widgets produced, the organization is improving and producing more widgets. The 
disadvantage is that the quality is less, which in the end defeats the goal of shipping
more widgets per day.
There are few published metrics for Lean. The most common metric in other 
publications is dollars, in the form o f ‘dollars saved’ or ‘profit’. For nonprofit 
organizations, metrics need to expand beyond dollars. LAI has published a few 
metrics that relate to Lean, but the research and the details behind the metrics are not 
available to the public (LAI 1996a; Sampson 2003). The LAI metrics do not fully 
address the needs of a one-off production organization developing flight hardware, 
because they do not address the impact of problems on the product and the customer. 
Thus, new metrics have been developed.
Proposed metrics for RPCs fall into two categories: critical and optional. The 
critical metrics are believed to be essential for the Lean functioning of an 
organization. Optional metrics track activities that may be required by NASA or 
other stakeholders. All metrics are necessary, but non-value added activity. Metrics 
should be simple, easily understood, measurable, agreed-to and realistic. Metrics 
should not be a full-time job, as the collection of data must be balanced with the 
usefulness of the metrics. The metrics in the following lists are presented as 
suggestions only, and organizations should choose those metrics that are relevant to 
them and/or add their own.
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7.3.1 Critical Metrics
Critical metrics evaluate how well an organization is provides value to its 
customer and utilizes its resources. This can be looked at from a variety of angles -  
efficiency according to the equation below; ratio of value added time to total time; 
and customer satisfaction. The goal of LM is to use resources more efficiently in 
order to provide value to the customer and to eliminate waste.
The real measure of business success is not just profit, but how well the 
organization meeting its customer’s needs (Dickens 1994; Plantz 2003; Pope 2004; 
Sawhill 2001). This applies to any organization. Profit is often a prime motivator; 
for nonprofits the motivation is often to provide a service that would not otherwise be 
available or affordable. Performance and fulfillment of mission can be examined 
with the proper metrics and the recognition that money is no longer the best or only 
metric for a nonprofit (Feagans 2003a, b; Plantz 2003). Questions need to be asked 
that elucidate how well the organization’s customers are being served and whether an 
organization is fulfilling its mission. In the case of NOPOs, a profit proxy metric was 
developed, utilizing common VSM measurements. This new metric of efficiency 
measures how well an organization is creating value for its customers.
1. The Profit Proxy of Efficiency
P ercen t Efficiency = _______ Value add Time---------------------------- x 100%
Total Time (Value add time + non-value add time 
+ non-value add but necessary time)
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a. The efficiency metric is the profit proxy for all RPCs, since they are all 
nonprofits.
b. Value add time is defined from a customer perspective, i.e. is this activity 
or action something the customer would pay for?
c. Total time is equivalent to the sum of value add time plus non-value add 
time plus non-value add but necessary time.
d. This metric is measured at lower levels of the process, since the VSM that 
supplies the task times must be at a low enough level for the task times to 
be meaningful and measurable.
e. Higher levels of efficiency can be compiled from lower levels of 
efficiency. If process A has four subprocesses, the efficiency for the 
subprocesses can be calculated. Then, the overall efficiency of process A 
is calculated by summing the subprocess times for each category, e.g. 
value add time (VAT), non-value add time (NVAT), and non-value add 
but necessary (NVATN), and using the above efficiency equation.
f. The total range is 0-100%.
g. The typical range for this metric is less than 1%. This value is usually low 
since few activities actually add value for the customer. Value add time is 
not the same as activity time. Activity time is the time that a product or 
service is being touched or worked on, whether or not the activity adds 
value for the customer. For example, soldering a sensor on a circuit board. 
Only the act of actually soldering the sensor to the board adds value. The 
activities of gathering the sensor and the circuit board, waiting for the
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soldering iron to heat up contribute to the activity time, but do not add 
value for the customer.
2. Customer satisfaction
a. The measurement method and scale are defined internally by an 
organization.
b. The customer provides the data.
c. Customer satisfaction should be measured without adding undue burden to 
either the supplier or the customer and must be seen as value add.
d. A 9-point Likert scale is suggested for this metric. This scale is 
commonly used for self-assessment questions. The Liker scale indicates 
the degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a particular question or 
attribute.
e. The range is 1-9.
f. The metric has no units.
g. Suggested options for measuring customer satisfaction are:
i. Overall satisfaction with the product
ii. Satisfaction with the quality of the product
iii. Satisfaction with vendor interaction
iv. Satisfaction with price
v. Opinion on whether the payload objectives were met
vi. Opinion on the level of service received
vii. Opinion on the timeframe for delivery of the product
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viii. Opinion on the timeframe for the payload to fly
ix. Areas that the customer would like to see improved
h. A customer satisfaction survey template was developed and is shown in 
Appendix F.
3. Effectiveness of the Organization
Organizational Effectiveness = Customer Satisfaction x Efficiency
a. The key to this metric is being able to reliably and consistently measure 
customer satisfaction.
b. Efficiency is defined in the first metric of this section.
c. The organizational effectiveness metric has no units and functions as a 
ratio. The range for this metric is 0-900%.
d. Organizational effectiveness demonstrates if a disconnect exists between 
what the organization thinks is value add and what satisfies the customer.
i. If the value add activities are not bringing satisfaction to the
customer, then the organizational effectiveness metric will be 
significantly lower because the customer satisfaction will be 
low. A highly efficient organization (per the efficiency 
definition for this research), with low customer satisfaction, 
is missing something vital in communication with its 
customer or has created in a poor product. LM does not 
necessarily equal quality.
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ii. If the efficiency is low and the customer satisfaction high,
then an organization is producing products that meet the 
customer’s needs, but not at the lowest price possible. An 
organization with good customer satisfaction and low 
efficiency could become more competitive by increasing its 
efficiency.
4. Stakeholder satisfaction
a. The measurement method and scale are defined internally by an 
organization
b. The stakeholders provide the data
c. This metric is similar to customer satisfaction, but includes a larger group 
of people: the stakeholders.
d. A 9-point Likert scale is suggested for this metric. This scale is 
commonly used for self-assessment questions. The Liker scale indicates 
the degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a particular question or 
attribute.
e. The range for this metric is 1 -9.
f. The metric has no units.
g. Suggested options for measuring stakeholder satisfaction are:
i. Student satisfaction with their experience
ii. Staff job satisfaction
iii. Faculty job satisfaction
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iv. Opinion of all stakeholders on payload quality
v. Public perception of BST
vi. Number of returning industry partners
vii. NASA perception of BST
viii. Opinion of all stakeholders on student education
ix. Opinion of stakeholders on time to produce product
x. Areas that the stakeholders would like to see improved
5. Payload Problem Cost Ratio
Payload Problem =__________ Pavload problems cost___________
Cost Ratio (Total payload cost -  Payload problems cost)
a. The payload problems cost is defined as the cost that problems or failures 
incur, including items such as rework, astronaut time, employee overtime, 
etc. This should be consistently defined by an organization.
b. Total payload cost is the cost to produce a payload, or service, for a 
customer and includes the cost of problems.
c. This metric addresses how rework and other problems can raise costs, 
even if they do not affect the payload’s final performance. Rework may 
not be visible to the customer, whereas a payload failure on orbit is 
visible, but rework is a form of waste and adds costs to the payload.
d. In the bottom of the equation, payload problems costs is subtracted from 
total payload cost to obtain a dollar figure equivalent to what the payload
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would have cost if there were no problems. This subtraction allows the 
equation to be more than one.
e. There are no units for this metric.
f. The possible range for this metric is from 0 to infinity. The working range 
of this metric is 0 to 2. If the equation results in a number that is greater 
than 1, this means that problems account for more than 50% of the total 
payload costs and this should raise a red flag.
6. Problem Impact
Problem Impact = Problem Cost x Schedule Impact
a. It is important to evaluate how problems affect payloads, as some 
problems do not affect the performance of the payload and are transparent 
to the customer, whereas other problems can result in complete failure of a 
payload and the fulfillment of the research objectives.
b. Problem Cost -  calculated in dollars. This includes rework costs, parts 
costs and extra labor costs.
c. Schedule impact is defined by the effects of a problem on the schedule. It 
is measured in dollars to more accurately capture the schedule effects of 
problems. A manager can assess the effects of a problem on the schedule 
and place a dollar value on these effects. A dollar value is used since a 
time measurement does not always reflect the true impact. For example, 
an identical three day delay caused by problem X may have little schedule
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impact one year before launch because there is buffer in the schedule. 
However, one week before launch, the same three day delay could have 
serious impacts or could be unrecoverable. Dollars are the best unit to 
capture the different impacts of problems on a schedule. The cost to solve 
problem X in terms of parts and labor is similar in both cases. The 
schedule impact cost is different though. Schedule impact is an important 
factor in the Problem Impact metric, as including schedule impact reveals 
the overall impact of a problem.
d. The unit for this metric is dollars .
e. The range is based on the impact that the problem has.
All of these metrics should be implemented according to the goals and 
mission of a particular organization. While these metrics are applicable to BST and 
NOPOs in general, there may be modifications that are necessary for individual 
organizations. Metrics are critical to understanding how good processes are. 
Gathering metrics should not be unduly burdensome or costly.
7.3.2 Optional Metrics
These metrics are presented as options for other activities that NOPOs may 
want to track when utilizing LM. NASA mandates many of these metrics for RPCs; 
however new metrics have been added also. When expanding the list of metrics 
however, it should be remembered that the metrics do not directly add value for the
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customer and the customer pays for them through the time to gather and analyze the 
metrics.
These metrics are divided into subcategories, based on what the metrics 
evaluate. There are three subcategories: research value, employee education and 
training, and organizational function. Starred metrics are required by NASA for 
RPCs (NASA 2001).
7.3.2.1 Research Value
Is the research valuable and is it recognized by outside organizations?
1. Leverage* = Industry partner money per year___
NASA money per year
a. Money includes cash or in-kind
b. The money provided by industry partners is a measure of the 
industry’s interest in a particular area of research. Thus, looking at the 
ratio of industry to NASA support shows how interested industry and 
NASA are in a particular research topic.
2. Number of Publications*
a. Refereed journal articles (This is a significant metric in the scientific
research community.)
b. Non-refereed journals and Presentations
3. Number of technologies commercialized per year, such as products being sold
or leased*
4. Revenue from royalty and usage fees per year*
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5. Number of spin-off firms created per year*
6. Formal presentations to industry per year*
7. Media coverage per year*
a. Newspaper articles
b. Television and radio coverage
c. Magazine articles
d. Internet and other sources
8. Patents per year*
a. Filed
b. Awarded
9. Number of license and equity agreements completed per year*
10. RPC Affiliates*
a. Industry
b. Academia
c. Government
7.3.2.2 Employee Education and Training
How does an organization contribute to the education of its students, employees and 
community?
1. Number of payloads a student is involved with while working for an RPC
2. Effect of hands-on payload experience for students in job placement
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a. This is a subjective number gathered through surveys of past students 
and future employers.
3. Academic Degrees Awarded*
a. Bachelor’s
b. Master’s
c. Ph.D.
4. Average time to graduate = Total years at university
Number of students graduated
a. This should be divided into types of degree graduated with, such as 
bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate.
b. Divisions could be done by major
c. This is typically calculated for a time period, such as a semester or 
year.
d.How does this compare to the average for the department?
e.How does this compare to the average for the university?
5. Outreach activities done per year*
a. These are activities that contribute to the scientific and university 
community
6. Opportunities for learning and training per year
a. Percentage of employees who have taken additional classes, or added 
or expanded skills
7. Number of training opportunities for employees per year
8. Percentage of employees who have participated in training per year
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7.3.2.3 Organizational Function
How well is the organization functioning and how are resources being used?
1. Research completed per year by an RPC
a. The number of science and/or engineering objectives that are met by 
an RPC determines this. The objectives met are jointly determined by 
the customer, the payload science lead, and the payload engineering 
lead.
2. Number of payloads completed per year*
3. Number of failures per year
a. This can be divided into categories of:
i. Unrecoverable
ii. Partial
iii. Fixable
4. Number of problems per payload
5. Total cost per payload
a. Whether this number increases or decreases is not an indicator. What 
is important is understanding the total cost of each payload for 
historical purposes and future bids.
6. Percentage of payloads that are developed on budget
7. Number of faculty and staff full-time equivalents (FTE) *
a. A full-time equivalent is equal to one person who is employed full 
time, based on the state standard of full time. For example, if there are 
two employees who are each employed at 50% part time, then each
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staff position is equal to 0.5 FTE and when added together, they equal 
one FTE.
8. Number of student full-time equivalents (FTE)*
a. A full-time equivalent is equal to one person who is employed full 
time. Full time is determined by the State and the organization. For 
example, if there are two students who are each employed at 50% part 
time, then each student is equal to 0.5 FTE and when added together, 
they equal one FTE.
9. Employee hours spent on each payload
10. Payload testing time prior to launch
a. This metric is important in the context of evaluating problems and 
failures and should be documented. More testing time does not 
necessarily mean less problems, as more testing does not add value if 
it is not done wisely.
11. Number of Full Mission = Scheduled pavload integrated testing time
Simulations Possible Mission duration
a. This is the number of full mission simulations that are possible, prior 
to a payload’s launch. It is typically desirable to perform full-length 
mission simulations in order to test functionality and reliability, but 
enough testing time must be scheduled to allow this.
12. Total Employee satisfaction (this includes students)
a. Employee satisfaction can be divided into types of employees:
i. Staff
ii. Students
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iii. Faculty
* Starred metrics are required by NASA for RPCs (NASA 2001)
7.4 Roadmap: Suggested Steps for Implementation
The roadmap below is a specific list of actions, in order, that should be 
completed when implementing LM. The roadmap combines the guidelines (section 
7.1) and recommendations (section 7.2) into concrete steps.
The actions to implement LM are:
1. Management learns about LM and decides if it is something they want 
to implement. If so, management must commit to LM.
2. Employees are taught about LM and trained in the ways of LM.
3. The current state of the organization and its processes are documented. 
This is often achieved through value stream mapping.
4. The future goals of the organization are stated and ideal state value 
stream maps are created to reflect the ideal version of the organization. 
The ideal state may be unobtainable, but is a goal towards which to 
strive.
5. Standard processes and standard work are formulated, implemented 
and audited.
6. Roles and responsibilities are defined, including support functions 
such as project management and systems engineering.
7. Kaizens and other improvements activities are completed to show 
quick results and to make quick changes. These activities include the
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people who actually perform the processes, as they have the best 
knowledge of how the process truly functions and where 
improvements or changes are needed.
8. Metrics are chosen and used to measure improvements and 
quantitatively track the organization’s progress.
9. Processes are assessed regularly to determine how they can continue to 
be improved. Many organizations review processes every six to 
twelve months.
10. Manual for new employees that include information on LM, as well as 
where to find the standard processes and documentation.
11. Opportunities for employees to offer their suggested improvements, 
with management making the final decision.
12. Continuous improvements are made.
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Value stream mapping usually shows where areas are that can be quickly and 
easily changed; the low hanging fruit so to speak. These are the best places to start, in 
order to demonstrate that LM works and to not bog the organization down in lengthy 
meetings and analyses over what to do when. If something can be done now, then do it 
and have it completed and evaluated.
Doing actions quickly is a fundamental concept of kaizens. Kaizens are 
typically team activities that last 1-4 days in an organization, and the focus is very 
specific to a process. The kaizen usually encompasses understanding the current 
process, suggesting improvements, deciding on improvements, and implementing the 
improvements.
While kaizens will show quick results, this does not mean that the organization 
is suddenly Lean. Processes should be revisited and reevaluated for further 
improvement every six to twelve months. The people who actually work the process 
should be involved and avenues for making suggestions in between a process’s review 
should also be accessible to employees.
The roadmap can be typically implemented in six to twenty-four months, with 
the steps listed above. The benefits of process improvements and kaizens will be seen 
immediately. Since LM is a continuous journey, there are often more improvements 
that can be made as processes and technology advances. The timeframe to become a 
truly Lean organization is about seven to ten years.
LM is both an understanding of the way an organization works and the 
optimization of all processes for the benefit of the entire organization. Improving 
processes and finding optimum solutions takes time and may involve different
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solutions. LM is not a cure-all or the ultimate solution to an organization’s problems. 
However, LM maintains focus on the customer and elimination of waste, while 
enabling the organization to adapt and be responsive to changing customer needs and 
environments.
7.5 Summary
LM is applicable to NOPOs that develop Shuttle and/or ISS space life science 
payloads and this chapter summarizes how to implement LM at NOPOs. The 
guidelines, recommendations and metrics are the same for all organizations discussed 
in this dissertation. Individual organizational cultures and quirks should be taken into 
account by management prior to implementation. The fact that an organization is 
nonprofit or produces products in a one-off environment does not preclude the 
translation of LM to the organization.
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Chapter 8: Summary
8.1 Hypothesis Conclusion
The dissertation hypothesis is: Lean Management, normally applied to profit- 
making, mass-production organizations, can be translated and adapted to nonprofit, 
one-off production organizations. This hypothesis was proved: Lean Management 
(LM) can be translated and adapted to nonprofit, one-off production organizations, such 
as Research Partnership Centers (RPCs). The characteristics of nonprofit, one-off 
production organizations (NOPOs) do require some modifications to LM, but this does 
do not preclude its application. The modifications that are needed are mainly to value 
stream mapping (VSM). On the other hand, some principles of LM apply very well to 
NOPOs.
8.2 LM Translation and Extension Summary
LM is applicable, through translation, to NOPOs, based on the organizations
*
studied here. This is the first time that LM has been examined for this purpose and it is 
expected that the implementation of LM will improve efficiency by delivering value to 
the customer and eliminating waste.
LM coordinates improvements across the organization: individual departments 
or processes are not optimized within themselves to the detriment of the total process. 
Through observations and interviews with other NOPOs, it was confirmed that LM is 
applicable beyond BST to other NOPOs, with the same modifications to value stream
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mapping. Flexibility and robustness should be retained; LM does not require reducing 
resources to such a level that the organization becomes fragile.
The major recommendations for NOPOs looking to implement LM are:
1. Management learns about, understands and commits to LM.
2. Seek employee buy-in and train all employees in LM (at an appropriate 
level).
3. Create detailed value stream maps, including current, future and ideal 
states.
4. Formulate, implement and audit standard processes and documentation.
5. Consistently define, analyze to root cause and document failures and 
problems. Reevaluate processes in light of lessons learned from failures 
and problems.
6. Perform kaizens to implement improvements.
7. Gather accurate payload costs, such as labor and parts.
8. Keep all employees motivated, empowered and engaged in the process 
of change.
9. Divide responsibilities, according to employee skills and abilities, and 
manage resources.
10. Recognize and understand the organization’s culture.
Figure 8-1 shows a recommended order for implementation of these recommendations.
Figure 8-1: Implementation Flow for Summary Recommendations
This figure shows the flow for the recommendations discussed in this section. 
Recommendations 8-10 occur in parallel to the rest of the recommendations. These 
recommendations summarize the findings for LM implementation at NOPOs.
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The most important first step is for an organization’s management to understand 
LM and decide if LM meshes well with their organization. It is possible that some 
organizations do not desire to focus on process flows and waste elimination because 
they are not a priority. If these items are not a priority, then LM is not the best choice 
for a management approach. If LM is a good fit, then commitment to LM is necessary. 
Then, the LM principles and the tools are put into place and the organization will begin 
to see the changes and improvements through VSM and kaizens. Even though NOPOs 
are different from mass production organizations, LM is still applicable; the main 
modifications occur to the value stream mapping process for one-off production 
organizations.
Value stream mapping should be implemented with modifications. It is not 
always necessary to document task times on a VSM, even though most assembly line 
and mass-production literature report that task time documentation is necessary. BST 
does not have the repeatability of standard processes, which are needed for measuring 
task times. BST’s current task times vary greatly, due to the type of payload and 
process variability. Thus, VSM modifications are recommended for BST and other 
like-NOPOs. VSM is useful well beyond task time analysis, in large part by the value 
of the dialogue it generates. Often such dialogue elicits new ideas for process 
improvement. Second, such conversations may reveal how processes really work, 
versus how they “should” work, and this true picture can be captured in documentation. 
Understanding current processes is the first step in moving toward improving 
processes.
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Metrics are useful for quantitatively measuring where an organization is and 
how this changes over time. The choice of metrics is critical, since people tend to focus 
on what is measured, so if the metric is not structured correctly, the incentives to 
improve the “report card” could drive the wrong behavior.
Metrics were developed and evaluated for NOPO usage with respect to LM. 
There are few standard LM metrics, so new ones were developed as part of this 
research. The major metrics that were developed from this research are discussed 
below.
As a nonprofit, success is often measured by how well the organization fulfills 
its mission. Profit is obviously not a metric that can be used for nonprofits; focusing on 
profit (or, in this case, cost reduction) can in addition, possibly drive the wrong 
behavior -  incentives to make more money, regardless of the customer’s needs. LM 
advocates that the mission of an organization is to provide value to the customer, where 
the customer defines the value. In order to strive towards this goal, a profit proxy was 
developed, efficiency:
1. The Profit Proxy of Efficiency
Percent Efficiency = ________ Value add Time___________________x 100%
Total Time (Value add time + non-value add time 
+ non-value add but necessary time)
The efficiency metric shows how an organization is spending its time and 
whether the organization is focus on those activities that add value for the customer.
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Value add time is defined by the customer, i.e. is this activity or action something the 
customer would pay for? The total range is 0-100%. The typical range for this metric 
is less than 1%, because there are actually few activities that actually add value for the 
customer. For example, if a person needs to solder a sensor onto a circuit board, the 
only value add activity is the soldering. Getting the circuit board, getting the sensor, 
waiting for the soldering iron to heat up are all non-value add or non-value add but 
necessary activities. The activity time, or the time that a person is working on a project 
is usually significantly higher than 1%, but what actually adds value for the customer is 
much lower.
The efficiency metric focuses on how the organization, through its products and 
services, provides value to the customer. The goal is to have all time be spent on value 
add tasks; this metric measures progress towards this goal. The total time is gathered 
by adding the time spent on value adding activities, non-value adding activities, and 
non-value adding but necessary activities.
The main metrics that NOPOs should use, in addition to efficiency, are:
2. Customer satisfaction
The customer satisfaction metric gauges the customer’s opinion on how the 
value was delivered and provides more information to an organization than measuring 
whether the requirements were met. Customer satisfaction is typically measured 
through surveys using the Likert scale. The organization provides the questions and the 
customer provides the data. The range for customer satisfaction is 1-9. The results of 
the survey are used for organizational improvement.
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3. Effectiveness of the Organization
Organizational Effectiveness = Customer Satisfaction x Efficiency
Organizational effectiveness demonstrates if a difference exists between what the 
organization thinks is value add and what satisfies the customer.
4. Stakeholder satisfaction
This metric measures the stakeholders’ opinion on how the organization is 
delivering value and how the organization is functioning. Stakeholder satisfaction is 
measured similarly to customer satisfaction. It utilizes the Likert scale and the range is 
1-9.
5. Payload Problem Cost Ratio
Payload Problem =__________ Payload problems cost___________
Cost Ratio (Total payload cost -  Payload problems cost)
The payload problem cost ratio metric demonstrates the percentage of cost that 
problems caused. It also shows what a payload would cost if there were no problems. 
The payload problems cost is defined as the cost that problems or failures incur, 
including items such as rework, astronaut time, employee overtime, etc. This should be 
consistently defined by an organization, in order to maintain standard measurements.
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6. Problem Impact
Problem Impact = Payload Problems Cost x Schedule Impact
The impact of a problem is important to measure since the cost of a problem 
does not always correlate with its impact. It is important to evaluate how problems 
affect payloads, as some problems do not affect the performance of the payload and are 
transparent to the customer, whereas other problems can result in complete failure of a 
payload and the fulfillment of the research objectives. Payload problem cost is defined 
in metric 5 and is measured in dollars. Schedule impact is determined by the problems 
affect on the schedule and the effect is assigned a dollar value. A dollar value is used 
since not all schedule impacts are equal, e.g. a schedule delay one year away from the 
deadline may be minimal, whereas a schedule delay one week from deadline may have 
a much greater impact. The resulting unit for Problem Impact is dollars2.
The discovery that LM can be translated, with some modifications, to NOPOs 
provides a new way for these organizations to improve their processes and efficiency. 
The application of LM techniques will improve how resources -  people, facilities and 
money -  are utilized. This dissertation provides guidelines, metrics, and 
recommendations for NOPOs to implement LM and demonstrates that LM is not just 
for manufacturers who repetitively produce products.
8.3 Future Research Recommendations
8.3.1 Organizational Theory and Behavioral Science
Other disciplines, such as psychology, management science and engineering 
management, could further expand this research by evaluating organizations from 
psychological and behavioral perspectives. The cultural and behavioral aspects of the 
organizations studied here were not evaluated. Further research and observation could 
illuminate areas where behaviors or policies could be improved. This would 
complement an organization’s LM process improvements.
The education of students could be further examined as a secondary value 
stream and an integral part of the RPCs. Education was examined in this research as it 
affected the payload development process, but for many RPCs education is an 
orthogonal value stream to the payload process. The juncture of education and payload 
development should be researched to determine how this might affect an organization’s 
processes and culture.
8.3.2 Expanded Case Studies
Additional case studies on other NOPOs could further explore the extension of 
LM. Since not all RPCs chose to participate in this research, there remain further 
research opportunities. Some of the RPCs do not develop payloads for the ISS, but 
rather technology and other items for use by commercial partners. Investigation into 
their development processes and how it compares to RPCs that do develop payloads 
could be useful. Examining how different RPCs integrate and market their education
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component is another area of interest. Further examining organizations that are NOPOs 
could provide extensions to the application of LM outside the aerospace sector.
8.3.3 Six Sigma
Six Sigma techniques, which focus mostly on increasing quality, can be 
implemented in tandem with Lean to improve processes and quality simultaneously.
The applicability of Six Sigma to low volume, high variety organizations has not been 
fully explored, as the literature covers high volume, low variety and low volume, low 
variety organizations.
8.3.4 Implementation
The recommendations detailed here have not been implemented, as such is 
outside the scope of this research. A condition of this research and its major case study 
of BST was that implementation would not to be part of the research. This dissertation 
focuses on the translation of LM to NOPOs and how LM needs to be modified. The 
next step is for BST or other NOPOs to implement the recommendations and evaluate 
the changes.
8.3.5 Robotic Missions and Automation
The payload development done by the organizations discussed here focuses on 
experiments and payloads that function in a pressurized environment and that are 
accessible by astronauts. There has recently been a push for more autonomous 
exploration, without the use of humans. Satellites and robotic missions may become
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more common venues for space life science experiments as NASA evolves. In 
particular, the removal of the human element from the payloads may streamline the 
payload development process through the elimination of certain requirements. NOPOs, 
especially RPCs, should consider their future and how robotic missions may or may not 
fit into it.
Another aspect of payload automation is the cost-benefit trade of automated 
payloads versus obtaining astronaut time. The value added activities and wastes that 
may be associated with developing payloads that require astronaut interaction were not 
fully explored here. Since astronaut time is becoming more difficult to obtain, 
especially with the ISS currently staffed with only two people on-orbit, creating 
payloads that are automated may be beneficial for RPCs. A more detailed analysis of 
automation benefits and development costs should be examined. LM can assist with 
this analysis by incorporating the voice of the customer and developing Lean processes 
for automation.
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Appendix A: Acronym List
AES Aerospace Engineering Sciences
BST BioServe Space Technologies
CCACS Center for Commercial Applications of Combustion in Space
CCDS Center for the Commercial Development of Space
CGBA Commercial Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus
CEV Crew Exploration Vehicle
CSC Commercial Space Center
CSGC Colorado Space Grant Consortium
DPMO Defects per Million Opportunities
ISS International Space Station
ITSC Imaging Technology Space Center
JIT Just-In-Time
KSC Kennedy Space Center
KSU Kansas State University
LAI Lean Aerospace Initiative
LASP Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics
LM Lean Management
LVHV Low volume, high variety
MGM Mechanics of Granular Materials
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NOPO Nonprofit, one-off production organization
PGBA Plant Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus
RPC Research Partnership Center
SDC Solidification Design Center
SPD Space Product Development
TOC Theory of Constraints
TPS Toyota Production System
TQM Total Quality Management
UCB University of Colorado, Boulder
VSM Value Stream Map(ing)
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Commercial Product Selection Criteria must be written by the Commercial 
Space Center (CSC) and submitted to the Space Product Development Office (SPD) to 
demonstrate that each investigation flown by the CSC meets the criteria of the SPD 
program. Each Commercial Product Selection Criteria submitted by the CSC should 
address an individual investigation taking place on an individual flight. If multiple 
investigations are conducted on one flight, then the CSC must submit that same number 
of Commercial Product Selection Criteria. If an investigation is re-flown on several 
flights, a Commercial Product Selection Criteria must be submitted for each flight.
Schedule:
Initial submission: An initial Commercial Product Selection Criteria for each 
investigation will be submitted to the Space Product Development Office at Marshall 
Space Flight Center (MSFC) approximately 1 year prior to launch. (This submission 
does not apply to re-flights of investigations.) If a request for a flight or a new concept 
for a flight occurs less than one year from launch, the initial Commercial Product 
Selection Criteria will be submitted at that time. The criteria for the Business Plan, 
International Collaboration and Animal Research, as applicable, need not be complete 
in the initial submission.
Official Submission: The official Commercial Product Selection Criteria for each 
investigation will be submitted to the Space Product Development Office at MSFC no 
later than L-10 weeks. This submission will be accompanied by a cover letter from the
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Appendix B: BST Commercial Product Selection Process
director of the CSC verifying compliance with the Commercial Product Selection
Criteria requirements. Also accompanying the submission will be the Certification of
Flight Readiness (CoFR) and the Certification of Payload Safety Compliance letter.
MSFC and the CSC will work together to have a finalized version of the Selection
Criteria on file with a cover letter by L-8 weeks.
Criteria: 
Summary Description
Introductory text describing the investigation. Includes, at a minimum:
• Description of the target product
• Description of the on-orbit activity and hardware, and how this activity supports 
development of the product.
• Identify the flight number of the total flights planned (E. g. Flight 2 of 5.)
First Criterion: Technical Assessment
a) Justify the need for space flight. Why is the environment of space required for this 
investigation? Why is the duration of orbital flight required?
b) Justify the feasibility of the technical approach. Has this approach been used 
successfully in previous flights? If so, site one to a few examples. If not, describe 
why there is confidence in this approach and how it differs from approaches that 
have been used, if any.
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Second Criterion: Business Plan
a) Describe and indicate the size of the non-U.S. Government market
b) Give evidence that the needs of the market can be better met
c) Describe the commercial affiliate(s). Give evidence that the affiliate(s) has the 
resources and experience to bring the product to market
d) Identify (give the name of) the product plan which includes an existing roadmap in 
the most recent Business Operating Plan. An elementary roadmap should be 
attached for new research, which was initiated since the BOP was completed.
Third Criterion: Funding Adequacy
a) Specify the cash and in-kind contributions made by the commercial affiliate(s) for 
this particular investigation. Include a listing of in-kind contributions and their total 
approximate dollar value.
b) State if this investigation was projected in this fiscal year’s Business Operating 
Plan. If not, identify the NASA funds to be used to support the activity.
Fourth Criterion: International Collaborations
State whether any internationals are cooperating on this investigation. If so, attach
copies of the CSC’s letter to NASA Headquarters requesting CSC membership, and the
Headquarters approval letter.
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Fifth Criterion: Animal Research
State if this investigation involves animals or cell tissues derived from animals. If so, 
attach or reference documentation which contains approval from the responsible 
institution’s Animal Care and Use Committee, and documentation from NASA’s 
Animal Care and Use Committee.
(BioServe Space Technologies 1999)
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Appendix C: BST Flight History
Shuttle Missions Launch-Land Dates Days in
1. STS-37 4/5-4/11/91 6
2 . STS-43 8/2-8/11/91 9
3. STS-50 6/25 - 7/9/92 14
4. STS-54 1/13-1/19/93 6
5. STS-57 6/21 - 7/1/93 10
6 . STS-60 2/3-2/11/94 8
7. STS-62 3/4-3/18/94 14
8 . STS-63 2/3-2/11/95 8
9. STS-69 9/7-9/18/95 11
10. STS-73 10/20-11/5/95 16
11. STS-77 5/19 - 5/29/96 10
12. STS-83 4/4 .4/8/97 4
13. STS-94 7/1-7/17/97 16
14. STS-95 10/29-11/7/98 9
15. STS-93 7/22 - 7/27/99 5
16. STS-106 9/8 - 9/20/00 12
17. STS-108 12/5 -12/17/01 12
18. STS-107 1/16-2/1/03* 16
Mir Missions
STS-79
1. Mir/NASA 3
STS-81
Launch-Land Dates
9/16/96 launch
1/22/97 land
Days in Orbit
128
STS-86 
2. Mir/NASA 6 
STS-89
9/25/97 launch
1/31/98 land
128
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ISS Missions Launch-Land Dates Days in Orbit
STS-100 4/19/01 launch
1. ISS6A 96
STS-104 7/24/01 land
STS-110 4/8/02 launch
2. ISS 8A 72
STS-111 6/19/02 land
STS-112 10/7/02 launch
ISS 9A 61
STS-113 12/7/02 land
4. Progress (13P) 1/29/04 launch
ISS Increment 8 , 9 TBD
STS-114 (LF-1) Mid-2005 land
Progress (13P) 1/29/04 launch
ISS Increment 8 91
Soyuz (7S) 4/29/04 land
25 missions total (18 Shuttle, 2 Mir, 6 ISS)
* Columbia and her crew were lost during reentry o f the STS-107 shuttle mission. 
Reproduced by permission (BioServe Space Technologies 2004)
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Appendix D: Research Partnership Center List
There are fifteen research partnership centers (RPCs) located throughout the US as of 
December 2003.
BioServe Space Technologies (BioServe)
Located at the University of Colorado, Boulder in Boulder, CO
Center for Advanced Microgravity Materials Processing (CAMMP)
Located at Northeastern University in Boston, MA
Center for Biophysical Sciences and Engineering (CBSE)
Located at University of Alabama, Birmingham in Birmingham, AL
Center for Commercial Applications of Combustion in Space (CCACS)
Located at Colorado School of Mines in Golden, CO
Center for Satellite and Hybrid Communication Networks (CSHCN)
Located at University of Maryland in College Park, MD
Center for Space Power (CSP)
Located at Texas A&M University in College Station, TX
Center for Space Power and Advanced Electronics (CSPAE)
Located at Auburn University in Auburn, AL
Consortium for Materials Development in Space (CMDS)
Located at University of Alabama, Huntsville in Huntsville, AL
Imaging Technology Space Center (ITSC)
Located at Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton, FL
Medical Informatics and Technology Applications Consortium (MITAC)
Located at Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, VA
Provision Technologies (PVT)
Located at Stennis Space Center in Stennis Space Center, MS
Solidification Design Center (SDC)
Located at Auburn University in Auburn, AL
Spacecraft Technology Center (STC)
Located at Texas A&M University in College Station, TX
Texas Center for Superconductivity and Advanced Materials (TcSAM)
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Located at the University of Houston in Houston, TX
Wisconsin Center for Space Automation and Robotics (WCSAR)
Located at University of Wisconsin, Madison in Madison, Wisconsin
(NASA 2003g)
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Appendix E: Recommended Entry and Exit Criteria for Milestones
I. Project Acceptance or Rejection
A. Entry Criteria
1. Purpose is to accept or reject a project for further study and 
investigation
2. Assess technical, resource and schedule feasibility
3. Marketing options
4. Options for project sponsor and funding
5. Asses how the project fit into NASA’s exploration goals
6 . Commercial Product Selection Criteria (Detailed in Appendix B)
7. Finding a suitable project has been done; NASA equivalent of Pre- 
Phase A: Advanced Studies
B. Exit Criteria
1. The project must meet the customer needs, as well as the RPCs. The 
project should have sufficient quality and merit to support the 
decision to move forward with the project.
2. Project Acceptance or Rejection
II. Concept Design Review (CoDR)
A. Entry Criteria
1. Successful acceptance of the project
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2. Purpose is to affirm the mission needs, examine the proposed 
objectives and the proposed concept for meeting the objectives
3. Define top level functional and operational resource requirements
4. Resource requirements
5. Facility requirements
6 . Major milestone schedule
7. Mission Need Statement
8 . Science Requirements
9. Trade and Analysis Results
10. Preliminary analysis is complete, NASA Phase A: Preliminary 
Analysis
B. Exit Criteria
1. Ensure that defined requirements meet the mission objectives
2. Technology risks have been identified and mitigation plans 
developed
3. Identify deliverables
4. Schedule requirements
5. Budget requirements
6 . Risk Management -  identify, analyze, mitigate risks and trades
7. External interfaces and dependencies identified
8 . Project Requirements -  system level requirements
9. End Item Acceptance Criteria
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10. Major design issues identified
11. Project Management Plan -  for design, development, testing and 
operations
III. Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
There may be more than one PDR, as there may be PDRs for individual systems or 
subsystems. The subsystems PDRs usually occur prior to the systems or mission PDR. 
The criteria below are applicable to either a project or system level PDR.
A. Entry Criteria
1. Successful completion of CoDR
2. Purpose is to ensure that the preliminary design meets the customer’s 
needs and can be completed on the projected cost, schedule and 
resource estimates
3. System Concept and Architecture
4. System Specifications
5. Interface Requirements
6 . Environmental Specifications
7. Human Systems Standards
8 . Concept/Design Evaluation Criteria
9. Development Test Plans
10. Hardware/Software Lists
11. Software Development Plan
12. Risk Management -  identify, analyze, mitigate risks and trades
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B. Exit Criteria
1. All system requirements are met with acceptable risk
2. Ensure that the proposed preliminary design will meet the 
requirements within the planned cost and schedule
3. Ensure that there are sufficient project reserves and schedule slack to 
proceed
4. Development Test Results
5. Technology Development Requirements
6 . Configuration Management Plan
7. Documentation Tree
8 . Quality Assurance Plan
9. Reliability Program Plan
10. Interface Control Documents
11. Operations Concept
12. Verification Plans
13. Verification Requirements Matrix
14. Software Requirements Specifications
15. Preliminary Engineering Drawings
16. Validation of the requirements
17. Safety Data Package -  Phase I
18. The project is defined and a preliminary design has been established; 
NASA Phase B -  Definition
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IV. Critical Design Review (CDR)
There may be more than one CDR, as there may be CDRs for individual systems or 
subsystems. The subsystems CDRs usually occur prior to the systems or mission CDR. 
The criteria below are applicable to either a project or system level CDR.
A. Entry Criteria
1. Successful completion of PDR
2. Purpose is to ensure that build-to specifications meet functional and 
performance requirements
3. Production Plan
4. Integrated Schematics
5. Launch Operations Plan
6 . Integration and Assembly Plan
7. Design Qualification Results -  software and hardware
8 . Operational Limits and Constraints
B. Exit Criteria
1. Build-to Specifications
2. Ensure that the planned Quality Assurance will establish verification 
and screening processes for producing a quality product
3. Internal interfaces defined and compatible
4. External interfaces are current
5. Integrated safety analyses
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6 . Final Engineering Drawings
7. Validation of the systems to ensure they will meet the customer’s 
needs
8 . Quality Assurance plans
9. Ensure that the design qualification results support the ideas that the 
system will meet the requirements
10. Verify that the final design fulfills the specifications from the PDR
11. Safety Data Package -  Phase II
12. Acceptance Plans
13. The design systems is complete; NASA Phase C - Design
V. Test Readiness Review (TRR)
A. Entry Criteria
1. Successful completion of CDR
2. Purpose is to ensure that test plans meet the verification 
requirements and specifications
3. Adequate recourses are allocated to the test effort
4. As-built documentation
5. Test procedures and criteria -  priorities are established
6 . Test support hardware and software are ready
7. Acceptance Criteria
8 . Verifications Requirements and Specifications
9. Verification Procedures
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10. Phase C, design, is complete. Entering Phase D — Development
B. Exit Criteria
1. Test procedures have been dry-run
2. Test personnel are adequately trained
3. Test procedures and cases have been reviewed for expected results
4. Test Anomaly Worksheets
VI. Science and Operations Readiness Review
A. Entry Criteria
1. Successful TRR
2. Purpose to ensure that the Science and Operations teams are ready 
for fully integrated testing and verification
3. Science and Operations procedures
4. Preliminary science testing and dry runs complete
B. Exit Criteria
1. Verification Data
2 . Validation data
3. Understand the capabilities and operational constraints of the as-built 
system based on previous testing
4. Testing anomalies have been recorded
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VII. Bench Review (System Acceptance Review -  SAR)
A. Entry Criteria
1. Successful completion of Science and Operations Readiness Review
2. Purpose is to ensure that the system meets requirements and will 
function properly in the expected operational environment, as shown 
in the test data and analyses
3. Training Plan
4. In-Flight checkout Plans
5. Understand the capabilities and operational constraints of the as-built 
system based on previous testing, including science testing
B. Exit Criteria
1. Test results document
2. Trained operations personnel
3. Safety Data Package -  Phase III
4. Waivers
5. User Manuals
VIII. Flight Readiness Review (FRR)
A. Entry Criteria
1. Purpose is to ensure the systems are ready for launch and operation
2. Hardware and Software End Items
3. Operations Data
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4. Technical Manuals and Data
5. Crew Procedures and Flight Rules
6 . All open items and waivers have been completed and checked to 
make sure they are acceptable
7. Go/No-Go criteria
B. Exit Criteria
1. Certification of Flight/Launch Readiness (CoFR)
2. The system has been built, integrated, verified and prepared for 
operations; NASA Phase D -  Development is complete
3. Moving into NASA Phase E -  Operations
IX. Operations
A. Operation Deliverables
1. Problem/Failure Reports
2. Lesson Learned (both during the development process and during 
and after Operations)
References are (Hansen 2002; Shishko 1995)
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This customer survey has been developed for BST and other NOPOs. As part 
of a desire to improve customer service, BST would like to obtain customer feedback. 
This survey is a template and can be modified to fit a particular situation or an 
organization’s needs. This survey helps measure customer satisfaction, which is one of 
the critical LM metrics.
Appendix F: Example Customer Survey
Customer Type: (PI, Government, Other, etc.)
1. My overall satisfaction with the value received is high.
I 2S 4 ii () 7 i! 9
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat
Agree
N/A
Strongly
Agree
2. The quality of the product is high.
/I 1\ 4i i () 7 8! 9
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat
Agree
N/A
Strongly
Agree
3. BioServe was helpful as a vendor.
I IS 4 5i () 7 8! 9
N/A
Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
4. The price of the product (or service) was reasonable.
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat
Agree
N/A
Strongly
Agree
5. The product fulfilled its objectives.
/I 2S 4 5 3 7 S! 9
N/A
Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
6. BioServe quickly addressed my questions and concerns.
2 ;5 4 fi () 1 8! 9
N/A
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat
Agree
Strongly
Agree
a. It was clear whom to go to within BioServe for various questions and 
concerns.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N/ A
Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
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b. How many BioServe points of contact were there?
c. If multiple points of contact were used for this project:
The interaction with multiple BioServe points of contact was enjoyable.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral
d. Other comments or feedback:
Somewhat
Agree
N/A
Strongly
Agree
7. The product was delivered in a timely fashion.
/I 3; 4 5; (> 7 8! 9
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat 
Agree
N/A
Strongly
Agree
8. BioServe was able to meet the project milestones.
i :2 31 4 fi () 7 £; 9
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat 
Agree
N/A
Strongly
Agree
9. BioServe was able to troubleshoot and resolve problems in a timely manner.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N/ A
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat
Agree
Strongly
Agree
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10. Answer this questions if the product or service provided by BioServe is flying 
in space:
a. The timeframe for the product to fly was reasonable.
/I 21 4 fi () 7 8! 9
N/A
Strongly Somewhat
Disagree Disagree
Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Agree Agree
11. The support provided by BioServe during the following periods was excellent: 
a. Payload Development
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N/ A
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat
Agree
Strongly
Agree
b. In-Flight
> 21 4 fi (> 7 8; 9
N/A
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat 
Agree
Strongly
Agree
c. Post-Flight
1 21 4 5; () 7 8! 9
N/A
Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
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12. BioServe’s level of technical knowledge was excellent.
rl 2( 4 f; (> 7 8! 9
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat 
Agree
13. The quality of the flight hardware/software was excellent.
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat 
Agree
N/A
Strongly
Agree
I 2( 4 5; () 7 8; 9
N/A
Strongly
Agree
14. The quality of the non-flight hardware/software was excellent.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat
Agree
N/A
Strongly
Agree
15. BioServe was able to comply with all government policies and regulations.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N/ A
Strongly
Disagree
Somewhat
Disagree
Neutral Somewhat
Agree
Strongly
Agree
16. The quality of facilities, including equipment, provided by BioServe was 
excellent.
rl 2 4^ 5i () 7 8; 9
N/A
Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
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Other comments:
17. The project was completed (above, on, below) budget. (Circle one.)
18. Other suggestions, comments or feedback for BioServe:
Appendix G: Lean Glossary
Andon
Continuous flow
Cycle time
Design for Manufacture
Flow
Gemba
Heijunka
Utilized to create a workplace suited for 
visual control and Lean production. Sort, Set 
in Order, Shine, Standardize and Sustain.
The Japanese equivalents are Seiri, Seiton, 
Seiso, Seiketsu and Shutsuke.
A line stop; how one can stop the line if a 
defect is found.
Producing and moving one item at a time (or 
a small and consistent batch of items) 
through a series of processing steps as 
continuously as possible, with each step 
making just what is requested by the next. It 
is also called one-piece flow, single-piece 
flow, and make one, move one.
The time needed to complete one cycle of an 
operation. If the cycle time for every 
operation in a complete process can be 
reduced to equal takt time, products can be 
made in continuous flow.
DFM Reduces the statement of work for
production by creating fewer parts, simpler 
parts and fewer process requirements.
The psychology of optimal experience. The 
groups of tasks along the value stream that 
are arranged to result in no stoppages in the 
product's life cycle.
The real place; the specific place. Usually 
the shop floor or other areas where the work 
is done.
The creation of a ‘level schedule’ by 
sequencing orders in a repetitive pattern and 
smoothing out the day-to-day orders to 
correspond to long-term demand.
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High variety
Hosin kanri
Jidoka
Just-In-Time
Kaikaku
Kaizen
Kanban
Five or less units of a specific product 
produced. Also known as high variability or 
high mix. The term is used to describe a 
company, e.g. high variety or low variety.
A strategic decision making tool, or planning 
system that focuses resources on the critical 
initiatives necessary to accomplish the 
business objectives of the firm.
Providing machines and operators the ability 
to detect when an abnormal condition has 
occurred and immediately stop work.
Defects should not be passed to customer or 
down the production line; build in quality. 
Jidoka is one of the two pillars of the Toyota 
Production System along with Just-in-Time. 
Jidoka is sometimes called autonomation, 
meaning automation with human 
intelligence.
JIT A system for producing and delivering the 
right items at the right time in the right 
amounts. Usually applied to inventories and 
deliveries. JIT and jidoka are the two pillars 
of the Toyota Production System.
Radical improvement of an activity to 
eliminate waste.
Continuous improvement of an entire value 
stream or an individual process to create 
more value with less waste. There are two 
levels of kaizen: (1) system or flow kaizen 
focuses on the overall value stream and (2) 
process kaizen focuses on individual 
processes.
A signaling device that gives authorization 
and instructions for the production or 
withdrawal (conveyance) of items in a pull 
system. It is often a note card or small sign 
and is a central element of the JIT system. 
The term is Japanese for sign or signboard.
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Likert
Lean Management
Lean production
Lean thinking
Low volume
Muda
Overproduction
A scale in which the respondent specifies a 
level of agreement or disagreement with 
statements that express a favorable or 
unfavorable attitude toward the concept 
under study.
LM The process of managing multiple products, 
with varying demand and a finite amount of 
resources. Based on the fundamentals of 
Lean Thinking.
A business system for organizing and 
managing product development, operations, 
suppliers, and customer relations that 
requires less human effort, less space, less 
capital, and less time to make products with 
fewer defects to precise customer desires.
A 5-step process proposed by James 
Womack and Dan Jones in their 1996 book, 
Lean Thinking. The steps are:
1. Specify value from the standpoint of the 
end customer.
2. Identify all the steps in the value stream.
3. Make the value creating steps flow toward 
the customer.
4. Let customers pull value from the next 
upstream activity.
5. Pursue of perfection.
Ten units of less of a specific product 
produced per year. The term is used to 
describe a company, e.g. low volume or high 
volume.
Waste or an activity that consumes resources 
and creates no value.
The most significant form of waste because it 
hides other waste, such as defects. 
Overproduction means producing more, 
sooner, or faster than the next process.
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Pacemaker process 
PDCA 
Perfection 
Poka-yoke 
Process Implementation 
Pull 
Schedule 
Shine
Any process along a value stream that sets 
the pace for the entire stream. The 
pacemaker process is usually near the 
customer end of the value stream. The 
pacemaker is controlled by the outside 
customer’s orders. The pacemaker process 
should not be confused with a bottleneck 
process, which necessarily constrains 
downstream processes due to a lack of 
capacity.
PDCA Plan, Do, Check, Act cycle developed by
Walter Shewhart and refined by W. Edwards 
Deming. Also known as the PDSA cycle: 
Plan, Do, Show, Act.
The complete elimination of waste along the 
value stream.
A mistake-proofing device to prevent a 
defect during order taking or manufacture. 
For example, standardized order-taking 
questions flag any orders that fall outside of 
the norm for further examination and 
corrections of errors if there are any.
Utilization of a standard process; may 
involve shortening or skipping standard 
process steps.
A system where products are not produced 
until the customer signals for them.
5S Standardize. (Part of 5S)
5S Cleanliness of area, equipment, racks, etc.
(Part of 5S)
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Six Sigma
Sort 5S
Standard Process 
Standardized Work
Straighten 5S
Sustain 5S
Takt time 
Total Productive Maintenance TPM
A statistical approach to improving quality. 
The Six Sigma process of measure-analyze- 
improve produces technical improvements 
that are outside the scope of the kaizen 
workshops. Six Sigma means that a process 
has no more than 3.4 defects per million 
opportunities. Goals of this theory are: 
improved customer satisfaction, defect 
reduction and elimination, yield 
improvement, reduced cost of poor quality, 
and improved process capability.
Decide what is needed in the work area and 
dispose of unnecessary items. (Part of 5S)
A group of tasks that are documented and 
publicized to create a part, product or service 
the same way each time.
Place items required to perform work in the 
proper order. (Part of 5S)
Disciplined culture, the need to practice and 
repeat Lean principles until they become 
ways of life. (Part of 5S)
The available production time divided by the 
rate of customer demand. Takt time sets the 
pace of production to match the rate of 
demand.
An integrated set of activities aimed at 
maximizing equipment effectiveness by 
involving everyone in all departments and at 
all levels, usually through small groups.
TPM usually entails the 5S system, 
prioritizing problems and applying problem 
solving to achieve the goal of zero 
breakdowns.
As defined at Toyota, the optimum 
combination of workers, machines and 
materials.
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Toyota Production System
Value
Value Stream
Value Stream Mapping
Waste
Work element
Yokoten
TPS The production system developed by Toyota 
Motor Corporation to provide best quality, 
lowest cost, and shortest lead time through 
the elimination of waste. TPS is comprised 
of two pillars, just-in-time production jidoka. 
TPS is maintained and improved through 
iterations of standardized work and kaizen, 
following the scientific method of the plan- 
do-check-act cycle.
A capability that is provided to a customer at 
the right time and at an appropriate price, as 
defined by the customer.
All of the actions, both value creating and 
non-value-creating, that are required to bring 
a product from concept to launch and from 
order to delivery. The two main flows 
essential to every product are the production 
flow from raw material to the customer and 
the design flow from concept to launch.
VSM A simple diagram of all steps involved in 
material and information flows needed to 
bring a product from order to delivery and 
from concept to launch. A current-state map 
follows a product’s path from order to 
delivery to determine the current conditions. 
A future-state map shows the opportunities 
for improvement identified in the current- 
state map to achieve a higher level of 
performance at some future point.
Any activity that consumes resources but 
creates no value for the customer. See 
"muda" also.
The smallest increment of work that can be 
moved to another operator. Breaking work 
into elements helps identify and eliminate 
waste that is hidden.
Information sharing; sharing of common 
activities, countermeasures and ideas.
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